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Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation berichtet von der mikroskopischen Untersuchung antiferromagnetischer Ord-
nung in Hubbard Ketten, die mit ultrakalten, repulsiv wechselwirkenden Fermionen in optis-
chen Gittern realisiert wurden. Durch die Erweiterung eines Quantengasmikroskops um Spin
Auflo¨sung, ero¨ffnete sich die Mo¨glichkeit, die komplette Dichte- und Spinstatistik eines stark
korrelierten fermionischen Vielteilchensystems auszulesen. Durch Anwendung dieser Tech-
nik haben wir antiferromagnetische Korrelationen, die sich u¨ber drei Gitterpla¨tze erstrecken,
nachgewiesen.
Angefangen mit einer entarteten zwei-komponentigen Mischung von 6Li Atomen, die in
einer einzelnen Ebene eines vertikalen Gitters gefangen waren, laden wir die Atome in eindi-
mensionale Subsysteme eines transversalen optischen Supergitters. Durch adiabatisches An-
rampen des Gitterpotentials entlang des letzten verbliebenen Bewegungsfreiheitsgrades geht
das System in das Regime des stark korrelierten ein-dimensionalen Fermi-Hubbard Hamilto-
nians u¨ber. Anschließend trennten wir die Atome unterschiedlichen Spins ra¨umlich in entge-
gengesetzte Gitterpla¨tze lokaler Doppelmulden senkrecht zur Gitterrichtung, bevor die Atome
mit einzel-Atom und Gitterplatz sensitiv abgebildet wurden. Dadurch konnten wir den Spin
jedes einzelnen Gitterplatzes auslesen und Spin-Spin Korrelatoren berechnen. Die zweikompo-
nentigen entarteten Gase wurden mit sub-Poisson Atomzahlfluktuationen hergestellt, und zwar
mithilfe von magnetisch unterstu¨tzter evaporativer Ku¨hlung in Gegenwart einer Feshbach Res-
onanz, die benutzt wurde um die Streula¨nge einzustellen. Die Abha¨ngigkeit der antiferromag-
netischen Korrelationen von der Austauschwechselwirkung wurde experimentell untersucht in-
dem die Streula¨nge zwischen den Atomen vor dem Laden in das optische Gitter eingestellt
wurde. Das dem optischen Gitter zugrundeliegende Fallenpotential modellierte die Dichte- und
Entropieverteilung, sodass der Einfluss von Dichteanregungen und verschiedenen Entropien auf
Spin-Korrelationen gemessen werden konnten. Durch Selektion der Hubbard Ketten, basierend
auf deren durchschnittlichen Besetzung und lokalen Atomzahlfluktuationen, konnten Spin Kor-
relationen, die 58% des vorrausgesagten Wertes im Rahmen des Heisenberg Modells bei T = 0
entsprechen, gemessen werden. Durch Vergleich der erhaltenen Korrelationen mit Quanten-
Monte-Carlo Vorhersagen fu¨r unser System konnte die niedrigste Entropie pro Teilchen von
s = 0.51(4)kB nachgewiesen werden, die damit deutlich unter der fu¨r la¨nger-reichweitige Ko-
rrelationen notwendigen Entropie von s = ln(2)kB, liegt. Fu¨r Entropien unterhalb dieser kri-
tischen Entropie ha¨ngen diese Spin Korrelationen stark von der Entropie des Systems ab, im
Gegensatz zu lokalen Dichtefluktuationen. Daher ko¨nnte ein solches Spin-Thermometer in der
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Zukunft dazu genutzt werden, neuartige Ku¨hlmethoden zu charakterisieren, welche no¨tig sind,
um das Temperaturregime der d-Wellensupraleitung zu erreichen. Der Zugang zur kompletten
Atomzahl- und Spinstatistik ermo¨glicht es uns Multipunkt-Korrelatoren zu berechnen, welche
solche exotischen Materiezusta¨nde charakterisieren.
Abstract
This thesis reports on the microscopic investigation of antiferromagnetic order in Hubbard
chains, realized with ultracold repulsively interacting fermions in an optical lattice. Extending
a quantum gas microscope on spin resolution opened the possibility to access the full charge
and spin statistics of a strongly correlated fermionic many body system. Using this technique,
we measured antiferromagnetic correlations over distances up to three lattice sites.
Starting with a repulsive degenerate two component mixture of 6Li atoms trapped in a single
plane of a vertical lattice, we loaded the atoms into one-dimensional tubes of a transverse optical
superlattice. By adiabatically ramping up the lattice potential along the tubes, we isentropically
entered the strongly correlated regime of the one-dimensional Fermi-Hubbard Hamiltonian. We
spatially separated the two spin states into opposite sites of local double wells orthogonal to the
direction of the lattice before single atom and site sensitive imaging. In this way we extracted
the spin information of every single lattice site and were able to evaluate spin-spin correlations.
The two component degenerate gases were produced with sub-Poissonian atom number fluc-
tuations by magnetically driven evaporative cooling in vicinity of a Feshbach resonance, used
to set the scattering length. The dependence of antiferromagnetic correlations on the driving
superexchange coupling was experimentally investigated by varying the interparticle scattering
length before loading the atoms into the optical lattice. Taking advantage of the underlying
trapping potential of the optical lattice, which shaped the filling and the entropy of the gases,
the influence of density excitations and different entropies on spin correlations was observed.
By post-selecting the Hubbard chains based on their average filling and local atom number
fluctuations, spin correlations corresponding to 58% of the zero temperature predictions in the
Heisenberg regime were measured. By comparing the obtained antiferromagnetic correlations
to Quantum-Monte-Carlo predictions for our system the lowest measured entropy per particle
could be stated as s = 0.51(4)kB, clearly below the critical value of s = ln(2)kB, which is
required to form longer ranged correlations.
Below this critical entropy, in contrast to local density fluctuations, these spin correlations
strongly depend on the entropy of the system. In the future, such a spin thermometer can be
used to benchmark novel cooling techniques, which are required to enter the temperature regime
of d-wave superconducting states. The access to the full particle and spin statistics will enable
us to read out multi-point correlation functions, which characterize such exotic states of matter.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many discoveries in solid state physics in recent decades, such as high temperature supercon-
ductivity [1], can not be treated within the very successful framework of Fermi-liquid theory
[2, 3] anymore. The correlations between the involved electrons are so strong [4] that the de-
scription based on weakly interacting quasi-particles breaks down. Among the models [5, 6]
which govern the basic physics of these so called strongly correlated materials, the Hubbard
model delivers a paradigmatic description of the essential ingredients [7]. The competition of
the electrons kinetic energy and their interactions is sufficient to describe quantum many-body
phenomena such as the onset of a Mott insulator at a half filled band [8]. When doping the
system, despite of its conceptual simplicity, the Hubbard model can not be solved analytically
in more than one dimension [9]. Since the Hilbert space of N interacting quantum mechanical
particles scales at least as 4N , which is in stark contrast to the classical particles (∼ N ), their
numerical treatment not only requires enormous resources, but is also limited by the available
storage. The simulation of 265 spins needs already more storage than the predicted number of
protons in the universe (≈ 1080).
Quantum simulation with ultracold atoms
Instead of numerical simulating the system with a classical computer, Feynman proposed to use
another quantum system, which can be experimentally accessed more easily, but is governed by
the same physics [10]. Although being visionary in 1981, in the recent years ultracold atoms,
trapped in optical lattices [11] have been used successfully to mimic the physics of condensed
matter materials [12, 13]. The provided experimental platform is clean, flexible and due to the
diluteness and the low temperatures of the used gases, it offers timescales of physical processes
in the millisecond range. Bose-Einstein condensates of various [14–16] alkali-atomic species
offered the basic source of ultracold atomic samples. Loading a repulsively interacting BEC
of 87Rb into a cubic optical lattice of varying depth, led to the observation of the superfluid to
Mott transition of bosonic particles [17]. In another example, the theoretically predicted Tonks-
Girardeau gas in one dimension [18] was experimentally realized by increasing the interparticle
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interactions until trapped bosonic particles fermionized [19, 20]. Whereas in these measure-
ments the trapping potential of the system was used to increase the interparticle interactions
while reducing their kinetic energy, Feshbach resonances [21] provide the possibility to directly
tune the magnitude and the sign of the interparticle scattering length by varying a magnetic
field [22]. Since these interactions are van-der-Waals like and therefore short-ranged, recent ex-
perimental developments have approached longer-range interactions from different directions.
Besides using atomic species with high permanent magnetic moments [23–25], interparticle in-
teractions can be enhanced by inducing a large dipole moment via excitation to Rydberg states
[26–28]. Other approaches load ground state polar molecules, providing anisotropic long range
interactions, into optical lattices [29–32]. However, this approach still lacks reasonable life-
times and temperatures at densities which are required to enter the Hubbard-regime. Besides
the interparticle interactions, the geometry and the parameters of the trapping potential are
other knobs to tune the characteristics of ultracold atomic systems. Tuning the dimensionality,
by inhibiting mobility of the trapped particles along a direction, allowed for the observation of
the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition [33, 34] in a two-dimensional atomic gas
[35]. The use of more complex lattice geometries [36–38] and their excellent control [39–41]
enabled the study of non-trivial band topologies with ultracold atoms [42–47].
In contrast to the most of the atomic species which were used to obtain these numerous
results, electrons are fermions. After the first realization of a quantum degenerate Fermi gas
[48] numerous investigations on ultracold Fermi gases were driven forward, where the BEC-
BCS crossover [49, 50] was of central interest. By decreasing the magnitude of the interparticle
scattering length of an attractively interacting fermi gas, the system featured a crossover from
a Bose-Einstein condensate of tightly bound di-atomic molecules 6Li2 to Cooper paired weakly
attracting independent fermionic 6Li atoms [51–53]. In the environment of an optical lattice
potential, the first fermionic Mott insulators were experimentally probed in 2008. Whereas
Schneider et. al probed the macroscopic incompressibility [54], Jo¨rdens et. al used the strong
global suppression of density excitations [55], to show the transition from a metallic to a Mott
insulating state driven by repulsive interactions [8]. Further development of cooling techniques
and the control of optical potentials even enabled the first observations of short-range anti-
ferromagnetic correlations [56–58] in optical lattice systems. However, all so far presented
investigations dealt with experimental signatures which were obtained from the bulk, very sim-
ilar to traditional methods used in condensed matter as the determination of heat capacities
and susceptibilities. Even though these global measurements have been proven to be extremely
powerful, they are lacking the possibility to access local properties as density fluctuations which
play an important role in inhomogeneous quantum many body systems.
Quantum gas microscopy
One basic method which is commonly used to observe and distinguish the constituents of a
sample, is light microscopy. Even by using the simplest possible setup of a microscope, a
single magnifying lens, groundbreaking discoveries as the observation Brownian motion have
3been made [59]. Among modern microscopes, one approach is to optically excite the internal
electronic structure of the investigated particles or attached markers and collect their emitted
fluorescence. Across many fields of natural sciences, this method has been extremely success-
ful. State of the art fluorescence microscopes are able to capture the nanoscale dynamics [60]
and measure the temperature of living cells with milli-Kelvin resolution [61]. The technique
of fluorescence microscopy has been also applied to image atomic systems, such as trapped
single ions [62] and atoms [63, 64] with high fidelity. However, single-atom and site-sensitive
detection of dense samples in optical lattices, which allow to explore the regime of strong cor-
relations, came along with certain challenges. Obtaining a sufficient amount of fluorescence by
scattering photons on the atoms while keeping them fixed to their original lattice sites is com-
plicated by the small interparticle distance given by the optical lattice. By freezing the atomic
distribution in optical lattices as deep as 300µK per axis and adjusting the parameters of the
scattered photons such that the atoms were cooled at the same time, two groups succeeded to
overcome this challenge using bosonic 87Rb atoms [65, 66]. This advance opened the path to
detect and manipulate [67] many body systems on the single atom level. The study of density
[68] and spin correlations [69, 70], non-local order parameters [71] and entanglement [72, 73]
in the Bose-Hubbard model, are only a selection among the achievements of these pioneering
setups. To combine the benefits of a quantum gas microscope with the properties of ultracold
fermions in optical lattices, many research groups invested a lot of effort. Just in the last year
the first Fermi gas microscopes succeeded to image sparse and non-degenerate samples of 40K
and 6Li [74–77]. By using the local density fluctuations as a measure of temperature [78] to
improve the preparation processes, it did not take long until the quantum degenerate regime
was entered and strongly correlated fermionic systems as band- [79] and Mott-insulating states
[80, 81] were locally studied. In the framework of this thesis, the density resolving Fermi gas
microscope in [79] was extended about the possibility to read out the full spin statistics of a
strongly interacting many-body system of 6Li. This opens the route towards future studies of
the interplay between spin and charge degrees of freedom in the Fermi Hubbard model, which
is expected to contain basic features of high temperature superconductors [4].
Outline
This thesis reports on the observation of antiferromagnetic correlations in Hubbard chains with
a novel spin and density resolving quantum gas microscope. The used two dimensional samples
of fermionic lithium atoms have entropies low enough to observe correlations extending up to
three lattice sites. We prepare and detect these samples by utilizing a superlattice potential.
We could benchmark our experimental results on the influence of interparticle interactions by
comparison to Quantum-Monte-Carlo predictions, which were done for our system parameters
[82]. Based on these theoretical results, the measured spin-spin correlations were used to extract
the entropy per particle as well as the temperature of the system. The thesis is structured into
six additional chapters:
• Chapter 2 recalls the main ingredients of the Hubbard model and presents its formulation
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in the limit of strong interactions. Basic ground-state properties and their dependence
on doping are presented. Finally, the peculiarities of one dimensional strongly correlated
gases are presented.
• Chapter 3 describes the parts of the experimental setup which are relevant to under-
stand the preparation of one-dimensional Hubbard chains (see chapter 4) and their spin-
resolved quantum gas detection. The experimental setup which is required to prepare two-
dimensional degenerate gases and investigate them with the quantum gas microscope, is
described in [83].
• Chapter 4 informs about the experimental procedure to produce one dimensional Hubbard
chains of low entropy. In addition, the calibration of the lattice and interaction parameters
are discussed.
• Chapter 5 presents the spin and density resolving quantum gas microscope. The spin
detection fidelity is benchmarked.
• Chapter 6 presents the measurements which show antiferromagnetic correlations in one-
dimensional systems, extending up to three lattice sites. The experimental results are
compared to numerical QMC predictions.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the obtained results and outlooks into future applications of the
experimental setup.
The central results of this thesis have been published already:
Spin- and density-resolved microscopy of antiferromagnetic correlations in Fermi-Hubbard
chains
M.Boll, T.A. Hilker, G.Salomon, A.Omran, J.Nespolo, L.Pollet, I.Bloch and C.Gross
Science, Vol 353, Issue 6305, (2016)
In addition, the basic experimental setup and the density resolving quantum gas microscope
have been used already in:
Microscopic Observation of Pauli-Blocking in Degenerate Fermionic Lattice Gases
A.Omran, M.Boll, T.A. Hilker, K.Kleinlein, G.Salomon, I.Bloch and C.Gross
Phys. Rev. Lett, Vol 115, Issue 263001, (2015)
Chapter 2
The Fermi Hubbard model
This thesis reports the detection of spin correlations at distances larger than three sites in Fermi
Hubbard chains [82]. Therefore, the basic theoretical context to understand the emergence of
these correlations needs to be given. After general remarks about the origin of the Hubbard
model (section 2.1) [9, 84], the simulation of the Fermi Hubbard (FH) models using ultracold
fermions trapped in optical lattices is introduced (section 2.1.1) [85]. The mapping of the FH
Hamiltonian to two different models describing the low temperature physics, is explained after-
wards: the Heisenberg model at half filling (section 2.1.3) and the t-J model when the system is
doped (section 2.1.2) [86]. A brief view on the driving force of interactions, the superexchange
mechanism [87], is given before focusing on properties which are specific to one-dimensional
systems (section 2.2) [88, 89], which are experimentally investigated in chapter 6. The follow-
ing discussions are based on the given references.
2.1 The Hubbard model: Origin and its limits
First, we review the derivation of the single band Fermi Hubbard model describing fermions
trapped in optical lattices to highlight its limits [84]. Assuming non-interacting atoms with
mass m and spins σ in a periodic lattice potential Vlatt(r) with an underlying trapping potential
Vtrap(r), the bare single particle Hamiltonian Hˆ0 describing the system is given by
Hˆ0 =
∑
σ
∫
d3r Ψˆ †σ(r)
[
− ~
2
2m
∆+ Vlatt(r) + Vtrap(r)
]
Ψˆσ(r) , (2.1)
whereas the field operators Ψˆ †σ(r) and Ψˆσ(r) create and annihilate an atom with spin σ at position
r, respectively. To reduce the kinetic energy (first term), the atoms tend to delocalize within the
system. However, when adding interactions the situation changes. A corresponding interaction
Hamiltonian Hˆint which breaks the single particle picture can be written as
Hˆint = g
2
∑
σ,σ′
∫
d3r Ψˆ †σ(r)Ψˆ
†
σ′(r)Ψˆσ′(r)Ψˆσ(r) , (2.2)
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with the parameter g, which parametrizes the strength of the interactions. Repulsive interactions
favor the opposite behavior as the single particle Hamiltonian: it becomes more favorable to
localize the atoms on different sites of the lattice, to minimize their interaction energy. The
competition of those two energy scales gives rise to strongly correlated phases. Expansion of
the field operators in terms of localized Wannier states [90] w(n)(r− rj) and restricting the this
evolution only to the ground band, one can express the field operator in terms of an operator
c†j,σ which creates a fermion of spin σ at site j
1
Ψˆ †σ(r) =
∑
j
w∗0(r− rj)c†j,σ . (2.3)
Using equation 2.3 together with the fermionic commutation relations the Hamiltonian is re-
duced to
Hˆ = −
∑
ijσ
tijc
†
iσcjσ +
1
2
∑
σσ′
∑
ijkl
Uijklc
†
iσc
†
jσ′ckσ′clσ +
∑
iσ
iniσ , (2.4)
where niσ = c
†
iσciσ is the number of particles on site i. The different terms of the Hamiltonian
will be described in the following.
• Tunneling: tij denotes the kinetic energy a particle saves when it hops from site i to j.
It is expressed as the matrix element of the kinetic energy operator with respect to the
Wannier states of two lattice sites:
tij = −
∫
d3r w∗(r− ri)
[
− ~
2
2m
∆+ Vlatt(r)
]
w(r− rj) . (2.5)
Whereas in the limit of deep optical lattices the nearest neighbor hopping term dominates,
the sum in equation 2.4 only considers adjacent sites i and j. Under the assumption of
a simple one-dimensional lattice with spacing aL and expanding the localized Wannier
states in the delocalized Bloch basis [91], one can express the dispersion relation of the
ground band as [90]
Eq = −2t cos(q · aL) , (2.6)
where q is the quasimomentum. In the tight binding limit, the tunneling-element t is
therefore connected with the widthW of the ground band
W = E±~k − E0 ≈ 4Dt , (2.7)
with the dimensionality D of the system.
• Interactions: The temperature regime of ultracold atoms allows us to restrict the inter-
particle interactions to s-wave scattering processes, being parametrized by the s-wave
1I restrict myself here to the fermionic operators, since we only use fermions in our system. The same expansion
can be done using bosonic operators, obeying bosonic commutation relations.
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scattering length as [92]. Since the maximal investigated value was on the order of
as ≈ 900 aB = 47,nm 2, the interaction on a lattice with a spacing of aL = 1.15µm
can be assumed to act only on-site. Therefore they can be expressed by the product of the
integrals of the local state densities along the lattice axes xi: 3
U = g
∏
i
∫
dxi|w(xi)|4 . (2.8)
• Trapping potential: The curvature of the trapping potential Vtrap is given by the waist of
the laser beam producing it. Since the beam waists of our lattices (≈ 125µm) are much
larger than the extension of a single lattice site (aL = 1.15µm), the trapping potential
within a single lattice site can be assumed to be constant. Using the orthogonality of
Wannier states of different sites i and j, the energy offsets due to the trapping potential
are simply given by the potential evaluated at the respective lattice site i
i =
∫
d3r |w(r− ri)|2Vtrap(r) ≈ Vtrap(ri) . (2.9)
The influence of the trapping potential on the density distribution is covered in the next
chapter.
2.1.1 The Fermi Hubbard model
For fermionic interacting particles, with spins σ ∈ {↑, ↓}, trapped in a lattice potential, the
Hamiltonian (2.4) in a single band of the optical lattice reduces to:
Hˆ = −t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
(c†i,σcj,σ + h.c.) + U
∑
i
nˆi,↑nˆi,↓ +
∑
i,σ
inˆi,σ (2.10)
The kinetic energy is reduced when the particles delocalize. Contrary, paying interaction energy
is avoided by localizing the particles and therefore minimizing their overlap. Two fermions
with the same spin cannot populate the same lattice site in the same energy band due to Pauli’s
exclusion principle, are not included in the Hamiltonian because of its single band character.
These excitations are anyway strongly suppressed since the temperature of the investigated
systems are lower than the energy gap between the ground and the first excited band. For
fermions, the interaction parameter g and the s-wave scattering length as are related as:
g =
4pi~2as
m
(2.11)
Experimentally we are able to control the sign and magnitude of the scattering length via Fesh-
bach resonances [22], by tuning a magnetic offset field. By changing the lattice depth, all three
2For larger scattering lengths we observed strong three body losses outside the lattice phase.
3For a separable Hamiltonian the 3D Wannier function reduces to the product of 1D Wannier states.
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terms are affected: The kinetic energy and the interaction energy of the particles by tuning the
overlap of the wavefunctions with the localized Wannier-states and the site-to-site energy offset
since changing the lattice potential also changes the external confinement Vtrap.
Since the lattice potentials along the different directions can be tuned independently we are
also able to change the dimensionality D of the system. For very strong lattice potentials in
one direction, the tunneling coupling along this direction is strongly suppressed and particles
will behave like a system of reduced dimensionality. These experimental knobs give us the
possibility to explore large parts of the phase diagram of the Fermi-Hubbard Hamiltonian which
is schematically depicted in figure 2.1 [4, 85, 93, 94].
By checking the symmetry properties of the Fermi Hubbard Hamiltonian one can already
learn a lot about the contained physics. The Hamiltonian fulfills a particle-hole symmetry,
which can be easily shown by the invariance of kinetic and interaction energy under the trans-
formation [88]:
ci,σ → (−1)i c†i,σ (2.12)
Therefore it is enough to investigate the phase diagram for either hole or particle doping since
the physics does not change. By only applying the particle-hole transformation to a single spin,
only the kinetic energy is invariant, but the interaction U switches its sign. This effectively maps
the charge sector onto the spin sector and changes the interactions from repulsive to attractive.
Repulsive interactions
In the following, the transitions are described, from the metallic to the Mott-insulating state and
by further lowering the temperature (entropy), to the Antiferromagnet (AFM, Ne´el state) in the
case of a 3D system and a half filled band. Aspects of doped antiferromagnets will be described
in the framework of the t-J model (2.1.2).
• Metal to Mott-insulator: For large temperatures (large T/t and T > U ) the system is
metallic according to band theory [95]. The atoms are delocalized and the thermal energy
is the dominant energy scale. When lowering the temperature of the system and tuning the
interaction energy U on the order of the bandwidth 4tD, the system undergoes a crossover
to the paramagnetic Mott-insulator state. Charge excitations of the system are suppressed
by the interaction energy gap U , which is to be overcome to create a doubly occupied site.
For a trapped system, the potential shape can lead to coexistence of these three phases.
In the wings of the system ntot = (ni,↑ + ni,↓) < 1 the system is metallic, surrounding a
Mott-insulating disk, fulfilling ntot = 1. If the number of particles is large enough that the
offset energy by the trapping potential is higher than the interaction energy U , atoms can
tunnel to the center of the trap, causing double occupancies (1 < ntot <2). For a central
density of ntot = 2 the system is band insulating as already mentioned. To sum up, the
sufficient requirements to form a Mott-insulating states in a trap are:
kBT < U , 4tD < U , i < U : U is the dominant scale (2.13)
U < Bandgap : Single band physics (2.14)
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagrams of the for the Fermi-Hubbard model(a) Schematic phase di-
agram of the 3D Fermi Hubbard model on a simple cubic lattice for the case of half filling
(adapted from [85]). In the case of interacting free systems, the system shows a normal, metal-
lic behavior over the entire temperature range, except T = 0. For strong repulsive interactions
and T on the order of the bandwidth of the lowest band, the system features a crossover to the
Mott-insulating regime [8]. When lowering the temperature, antiferromagnetic order starts to
emerge. For attractive interactions (U < 0 , |U | > W) on average atoms are favored to form
pairs (preformed pairs). Since the temperature in this regime is still too high, the local density
fluctuates strongly. However, when the temperature is lowered the situation changes. For strong
attractive interactions strongly bound pairs can be regarded as repulsively interacting hard-core
bosons, which condense below temperatures on the order of t2/|U | (BEC), corresponding to
the tunneling energy of a pair. For weak interactions (U < t) the atoms are delocalized within
the lattice and can be described in the BCS picture [50]. (b) Phase diagram of moderately
repulsively interacting (U/t = 4) 6Li atoms trapped in a 2D-lattice for different concentra-
tions of doping (adapted from [93]). When increasing the fraction of particle excitations in a
antiferromagnet (AFM) the spin order is destroyed. However, for temperatures kBT < 0.02t
and a fraction of doping between 7% and 20% the Fermi-Hubbard model features a d-wave
superconducting state [4].
• Mott insulator to antiferromagnet: By lowering the temperature of the system even
more also the entropy of the system decreases. Hopping processes can’t be handled in
first order perturbation theory(∝ t), since the subset of single occupancies would be left.
In second order perturbation theory (∝ t2), virtual tunneling processes lift the degeneracy
of the system [96]. In case of two sites, a spin singlet is the ground state, gaining energy
of −3/4Jex by anti-parallel spin alignment. The exchange coupling Jex is given by [87]
Jex =
4t2
U
. (2.15)
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For larger systems the ground state is called the antiferromagnet (AFM) or Ne´el state. The
transition temperature to observe the AFM phase is therefore on the order of the superex-
change constant kBTAFM ≈ Jex. The non-linear dependence on U/t explains the maxi-
mum of the transition temperature for moderate values of U/t in figure 2.1 (a). In the limit
of strong interactions, the system is fully driven by spin-exchange coupling Jex which it-
self gets smaller for increasing interactions. In stark contrast, for very low interactions the
system features also charge excitations, which lead to reduced spin-correlations. For in-
termediate interactions spin correlations are maximally robust against temperature. Since
even for half filling the exact ground state properties of the Fermi Hubbard Hamiltonian
can’t be analytically assigned besides for one-dimensional systems, powerful numerical
methods were developed and used to calculate transition temperatures TAFM which are
required to reach the antiferromagnetic state.4.
Whereas the onset of these states was so far discussed in the language of temperatures, the valid
assumption of treating atoms in optical lattices as a closed system, allows to use the entropy.
Generally, the entropy of a system described by a density matrix ρ can be obtained via [98]
S = −kB tr(ρ ln(ρ)) . (2.16)
One can gain a lot of information about a Hubbard system by calculating the entropy per particle
and lattice site. These calculations, already performed in [99], are repeated in the following
for the case of infinitely strong repulsive interactions between the two spin components. The
density matrix of the system is diagonal within the Hilbert space of holes |0〉, singly occupancies
of up-spins |↑〉 or down-spins |↓〉 and doublons |↓↑〉:
ρ = ph |0〉 〈0|+ ps (|↑〉 〈↑|+ |↓〉 〈↓|) + pd |↓↑〉 〈↓↑| (2.17)
Since the Hilbert space has four dimensions D = 4 the maximal entropy per site s = S/Nlatt
is limited to s=kBln(4). However, for certain fillings the strong repulsion reduces the Hilbert
space even more, by zeroing the probabilities pi of some configurations to occur. If the filling is
smaller than one half nσ ≤ 0.5, doublon excitations are not present, whereas for larger fillings
(0.5 < nσ ≤ 1) every lattice site is singly or doubly occupied. Then the double occupied
fraction scales as pd,n>0.5 = 2− 1nσ with the filling. Away from the special cases of zero-,half-
and full filling the maximum entropy per site is therefore s = kBln(3). At zero (full) filling
only holes (doublons) are permitted, and the entropy per site vanishes. Even though only singly
occupied sites are allowed at half filling, the entropy capacity per site does not vanish, since this
configuration is reached by placing either a up-spin or a down-spin. Therefore the maximum
entropy capacity per lattice site is s = kBln(2). The strong influence of the interactions on
the probabilities pi is a central aspect of strongly correlated systems. The entropy capacity
per particle s∗ = S/Nat is defined by normalization to the number of particles among which
the total entropy can be distributed. The behavior of both magnitudes over the entire range of
4In three dimensions the maximum transition temperature TAFM/t = 0.33 was located for U/t = 8 [97])
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Figure 2.2: Entropy capacities for infinitely strong repulsive interactions The red curve
represents the entropy capacity per lattice site s = S/Nlatt for different filling fractions nσ per
spin state σ. The blue curve describes the entropy per particle s∗ = S/Nat. The dashed lines
indicate S = kBln(2) (blue) and S = kBln(3) (red).
fillings from zero to one is shown in figure 2.2. For a Mott insulator the capacities per site and
per atom are equal to s = kBln(2). However, the entropy per particle can be lower than this
value when the interaction of the spins energetically favors their alignment. When placing an
atom on a lattice site, its spin is not random anymore but depends on the spin of the atom on
a neighboring site. This gives an intuitive picture why spin correlations onset for entropies per
particle below s∗ ≤ kBln(2). The remaining entropy is stored in the spin-degrees of freedom.
Experimental realizations have used this effect to cool a gas by storing more entropy in the spin
degree by enlarging the number of spin states [100].
For a trapped system, the filling of the system is shaped by the trapping potential Vtrap(r)
relative to the interactionsU . This has also consequences on the distribution of the entropy in the
trap. The filling of a lattice ni (T, µi) site i is governed by an adapted Fermi-Dirac distribution
taking the local chemical potential µi and the interactions into account [101]
ni (T, µi) =
∑
σ
ni,σ =
2eµi/T + 2e(2µi−U)/T
1 + 2eµi/T + e(2µi−U)/T
, (2.18)
where the local chemical potential is given in the local density approximation (see equation 2.9)
by
µi = µ0 − Vtrap(ri) . (2.19)
When combining the shaped filling with the dependence of the entropy per particle on the filling
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(blue curve in figure 2.2) it follows that an atom at the edge of a trapped cloud, where the filling
is low, carries more entropy compared to one in the center. Intuitively, an atom in these regions
can choose among many empty lattice sites which are not blocked by the interaction energy.
The total entropy of the system S which is linked to the systems’ temperature T is distributed
among the atoms depending on the average filling s∗(T, ni(r)). The distribution of the entropy
allowed people to produce and probe first fermionic Mott-insulators [54, 55] or short range
antiferromagnetism [56, 57] in an optical lattice, even though the average entropies per particle
within the systems were too high. They all relied on global measurement signals which are
affected by these high entropy regions at the edges of the samples. However, with a quantum
gas microscope we can probe these systems locally and discriminate the signals depending on
the local entropy. In addition, the non-uniform entropy distribution has triggered an enormous
amount of proposals to use this effect for novel cooling techniques [101, 102].
Attractive interactions
For negative U , the interaction energy favors pairwise occupation of lattice sites with two atoms
of opposite spins. Again, the competing energy scale is the kinetic energy, which tends to
delocalize the atoms. The physics of attractive interacting fermions on a lattice is linked to the
repulsive regime via a canonical Bogoliubov transformation [86, 103]:
ci,↑ → c˜i,↑ (2.20)
ci,↓ → c˜†i,↓ (2.21)
This transformation maps U → −U while keeping t → t. This symmetry of the Hubbard
Hamiltonian explains the symmetric phase diagram 2.1. The behavior of the spin degree of
freedom in the repulsive case, as the transition to AFM order, is in strong correspondence to spa-
tial ordering of the charge degree of freedom for attractive interactions. For high temperatures
(kBT > U ) and weak interactions (U < t) the atoms are described by a metallic state. When
increasing the interactions and for sufficiently low temperatures (kBT < U ) pairing two atoms
with opposite spin becomes energetically favorable. These preformed pairs can be described
by a disordered charge density wave, showing no spatial ordering. However, when lowering
the temperature of the system even further (Tcdw ∼ 4t2/|U |), the pairs a strongly bound with
respect to any energy scale in the system and can be described as composite hard-core bosons,
which condense to a BEC. Since the pairs are repulsively interacting and the filling is one half,
the pairs localize on every second lattice site. This transition has its correspondence at repulsive
interactions in the spin sector, when the spins of a Mott insulator antiferromagnetically order.
For weak attraction (|U | < 4Dt) the atoms are delocalized on the lattice and can still be
described by BCS theory [50] as in the free-space. The link between repulsive and attractive
interactions, also shows up when doping the system. It was mentioned already, that a doped
antiferromagnet is believed to provide d-wave superconductivity. Correspondingly for attractive
interactions, a spin doped superfluid (spin imbalance) supports d-wave superfluidity [103]. The
observation of these spatial ordered charge density wave is exacerbated by the an underlying
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trapping potential of the optical lattice potentials. Whereas repulsive interactions counteract
the trapping potential, which favors occupation the in center, attractive interactions even favor
doubly occupied sites. Instead of an ordered charge density wave just a band insulating state of
pairs in the low entropy region of the trap would be observed. Flattening the potential by using
a blue detuned lattice [104] or direct implementation of box-like uniform potential [105] could
overcome this limitation in the future, enabling the study of attractively interacting fermions in
optical lattices [103].
2.1.2 The t-J model
The above given qualitative arguments apply nicely to the cases of perfect half-filling. Due
to the non-uniform density distribution and finite entropies in the system the occurrence of
holes and doubly occupied sites can not be suppressed completely. The influence of holes on a
antiferromagnetic state is widely under debate and one of the candidates of the basic principles
of high temperature superconductivity, see figure 2.1 b, [93]. By inducing a single hole into
a two-dimensional system the ground state properties can change dramatically. For infinite
strong interactions the ground state of this system is ferromagnetic, proven in Nagaokas theorem
[106], in contrast to the half-filled case, where an antiferromagnet driven by superexchange
interactions is the ground state. An intuitive picture is given in figure 2.3. The derivation of the
t-J model from the Fermi Hubbard Hamiltonian follows an idea which was used to obtain an
expression for the superexchange coupling in equation 2.15. A very detailed description is given
in [108]. Given a uniform system, in the limit of strong interactions U , the hopping t is treated
in perturbation theory. If one allows holes and double occupancies the Hilbert space is larger
compared to the case of half filling. A hopping event can couple the two population subsets.
Perturbation theory is stopped after the second order. The resulting effective Hamiltonian Ht-J
is the sum of three different contributions [86]
T = −
∑
ijs
tijc
†
iscjs (2.22)
HQHM = 1
2
∑
ij
4t2ij
U
(
Si · Sj − ninj
4
)
(2.23)
J ′ = 1
2U
i 6=k∑
ijk
tijtjk
[∑
s
(
c†iscksnj
)
− c†i~σck · c†j~σcj
]
, (2.24)
where the spin operators Si are linked to the fermionic field operators and the Pauli-matrices ~σ
via
Si =
1
2
∑
ss′
c†is~σss′cis′ . (2.25)
The first term describes hopping events in the subspace of singly occupied sites and holes.
An atom can hop from a site j to an empty site i. The second term describes the full kinetic
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Figure 2.3: Influence of a hole onto ground-state properties(a) Assuming an antiferromag-
netic background a hole can not reduce its kinetic energy by delocalizing, without breaking
antiferromagnetic bonds. In the illustrated case of two dimensions, the hole has four neighbor-
ing sites to which it can delocalize to reduce the kinetic energy. If the atom tunnels it would
break three antiferromagnetic bounds, increasing the energy by 3Jex. (b) In case of a ferromag-
netic background the hole can reduce its kinetic energy by delocalizing, since the ferromagnetic
background persists. Holes favor ferromagnetic environment. A semi-classical version of the
t-J model describes a hole in antiferromagnetic background as a spin-hole polaron [86, 107].
exchange path driven by the superexchange mechanism. The third term contains three site
hopping processes. Either tunneling processes occur and the involved atoms persist their spin,
or the spin is flipped, dependent on the (spin-)population of the third site. For exactly half filling
the first and the third term cancel and the Hamiltonian reduces to the Heisenberg model, which
will be discussed in the next subsection. A hole which is circumvented by Z number of sites,
can gain the kinetic energy Zt by delocalizing among these sites. In the regime U/t >> 1,
where tunneling dominates the superexchange t > J , this effect can not be neglected. As
depicted in figure for a 2D system 2.3, a tunneling event would destroy three antiferromagnetic
bounds, increasing the energy of the system by +3Jex. A semi-classical treatment of a single
hole in a half filled system [107] illustrates the behavior in two dimensions (Z = 4). For
1 < t/Jex < 4, corresponding to interactions of 1 < U/t < 4, the hole can be treated as
a localized five-site polaron. The excitation in the charge degree of freedom is localized and
effects the spin degree of freedom in its environment R ∼ (t/Jex)1/4. For infinite interactions
U =∞, this radius tends towards infinity, revealing the Nagaoka limit. In this limit, it costs no
energy anymore to excite a spin degree of freedom, the spins are fully polarized to delocalize
the hole among the whole system. Note, that this behavior changes in one-dimensional systems
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[109, 110], as will be pointed out in section 2.2.
2.1.3 The Heisenberg model
As already mentioned, the Heisenberg model is contained in the t-J model for the case of half
filling and repulsive interactions, which are so strong that the charge degree of freedom can be
assumed to be frozen. The spins of the trapped particles play the major role within the system.
Since the t-J model itself was formulated from the Fermi-Hubbard model in the regime of strong
interactions, it seems intuitively consistent that there exists a direct mapping of the Fermi-
Hubbard Hamiltonian onto the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The Heisenberg model describes the
interaction of spins Si and Sj driven by a coupling J [86]:
H = J
∑
i,j
Si · Sj (2.26)
For a negative coupling J < 0 the Hamiltonian supports a ferromagnetic ground state, whereas
for positive coupling (J > 0) the spins on neighboring sites are favored to anti-align. By
assuming the single band Fermi-Hubbard model (see equation 2.10) in the case of half filling
and strong repulsive interactions, which restrict the occupation to singly occupied sites, the
Hamiltonian can be mapped on a spin-1/2 version of equation 2.26 with antiferromagnetic
interactions J = Jex = 4t2/U .
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2.2 One dimensional systems
All experimental results presented in chapter 6 were obtained in one-dimensional Hubbard
chains. Since the reduced dimensionality comes with some specialties, it is worth to reca-
pitulate them here very briefly (see section 2.2.1). The interested reader is recommended to the
summary about one dimensional systems by T.Giarmachi [88]. In addition results of Quantum-
Monte-Carlo simulations of one-dimensional systems and their possible use as a thermometric
tool are presented (section 2.2.2). More detailed informations about the Monte-Carlo simu-
lations, which were kindly provided by the group of Prof. Lode Pollet, can be found in the
appendix 7 and the supplementary material of our publication [82].
2.2.1 Peculiarities of one-dimensional systems
A major difference between one- and two-/three dimensional systems of interacting particles
is their response on excitations. Assuming a chain of interacting atoms, a movement of a sin-
gle atom will affect all other components due to the interactions. Therefore, even for small
interactions a Fermi-liquid description [2] does not apply. These collective excitations were
successfully treated in a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TL) description [111–113]. The TL model
handles the collective response to excitations as charge (holon) and spin-waves (spinon), which
independently spread throughout the system due to their different velocities. The independence
of these two excitations, also known as spin-charge separation [88, 112], is in stark contrast
to the Bogoliubov quasiparticle description in higher dimensions, which carry both, spin and
charge. The spin-charge separation has important consequences for excitations in antiferromag-
netic environments, as considered in two dimensions in section 2.1.2 and figure 2.3. Another
specialty of one dimensional systems is the absence of long range-order even at zero tempera-
ture. For finite temperatures T > 0 the Mermin-Wagner theorem proofs the absence of long-
range correlations for D ≤ 2 [114]. Any small thermal excitation destroys the long range order.
For D = 1 the absence of long range order even applies for absent thermal excitations [86].
Figure 2.4: Excitations in one dimension a Spin- charge separation. An excitation (top row)
consists of spin and charge degree of freedom which spread independent of each other in the
environment. b Spatial condensation of holes for large Jex. For two holes, the energy cost by
breaking antiferromagnetic bounds, corresponds to 4Jex for separated holes and 3Jex if the holes
accumulate in the same spatial region.
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Since the one-dimensional Hubbard model can be solved analytically via Bethe-ansatz, corre-
lation functions can be calculated. The spin-spin correlations are found to decay algebraically
[115, 116].
2.2.2 Using spin correlations as a thermometer
In general, thermometry of atoms which are trapped in optical lattices is much less experi-
mentally investigated than its counterpart for harmonic trapped systems in absence of a lattice
potential. In the latter case, a fermionic sample is released from the trapping potential and its
temperature can be extracted by fitting the cloud size with a Fermi-Dirac distribution [117].
From the steepness of the Fermi-edge the degree of degeneracy of the sample can be deduced.
For fermions in an optical lattice with an underlying trapping potential, the obtained momentum
distribution after release from the trapped is dominated by the trapping potential rather than its
temperature [118]. One method to estimate the temperature of a system used the number of
detected doublons for known repulsive interaction energies, allowing to set an upper bound on
the temperature of the system [55]. However, even though this approach used a local quantity,
it was measured globally and therefore averaged among the coexisting phases in the inhomoge-
neous sample. Recent experimental efforts which repeated the same type of experiments with
enhanced optical resolution and methodology to detect the doublons was able to characterize
the temperature of fermions in an optical lattice via the fluctuation dissipation theorem [78],
which relates local fluctuations with global thermodynamic properties as the compressibility
of the system. However, in contrast to these local particle number fluctuations which show
only a very weak dependence on the temperature once the regime of quantum magnetism is
reached, spin correlations show a strong dependence on the temperature and entropy of the sys-
tem [119, 120]. As already mentioned and will be shown in section 5, our spin and density
resolved quantum gas microscope is able to reconstruct the full number and spin statistics. This
makes it feasible to probe the relative local entropies in our systems without perfect knowl-
edge of the trapping potential. Sciollia et. al presented a phenomenological model to describe
fermions in one-dimensional systems, which will be used in the following to described evolu-
tion of charge and spin degree of freedoms for various interactions and entropies, obtained with
QMC. The charge density in the system is defined as the sum of the total atom density:
ρ = nˆ↑ + nˆ↓ . (2.27)
In contrast the spin operator along the z-projection is the difference of the spin occupations:
Sz = (nˆ↑ − nˆ↓) . (2.28)
In one dimension any small repulsive interaction is sufficient to drive the system being Mott
insulating. The charge gap ∆C is in this case exponentially small:
∆C ∼ exp (−t/U) for U/t << 1 (2.29)
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In the limit of strong interactions the charge gap is linear proportional to the interaction energy
U , such that any charge fluctuations in the system are strongly suppressed given sufficiently low
temperatures. In the limit of very strong interactions U/t ≈ 10 and half filling the system can
be again mapped onto a Heisenberg model, which was already mentioned as a special case of
the t-J model in three dimensions 2.1.2. Due to spin- charge separation, the system is described
by a Hamiltonian which sums of the ground state Hamiltonian EGS with the spin Hs and the
charge partHc, all being independent. The spin Hamiltonian
Hˆs =
∑
σ,k
s(k)sˆ
†
σ(k)sˆσ(k) (2.30)
is described by a linear gapless dispersion relation s(k) = ~vs|k| with spin velocity vs. The
operators sˆσ(k), sˆ†σ(k) annihilate and create a spin σ with momentum k, respectively and obey
bosonic commutation relations. In contrast the creation and annihilation of particles (pˆ†k, pˆk)
and holes (hˆ†k, hˆk) obey fermionic statistics and has a massive dispersion relation which also
includes the interaction gap ∆c:
c(k) =
√
(~vck)2 +∆2c . (2.31)
Therefore the Hamiltonian describing the charge part can be written as:
Hˆc =
∑
k
c(k)
[
pˆ†kpˆk + hˆ
†
khˆk
]
. (2.32)
The corresponding velocities of spin vs and charge excitations vc can be evaluated by Bethe
ansatz and are given in reference [120]. The free energy in the system can be calculated directly,
since the Hamiltonians are quadratic [120]:
Fs ∼ kBT
2
vs
(2.33)
FC ∼ kBT
vs
1
∆c
ln
(
1 + e−∆c/kBT
)
(2.34)
The latter expression shows that for the limit of strong interactions (U > T ), the free energy
in the charge sector vanishes. In contrast the free energy of the spin sector becomes larger and
larger when interactions are increased. This is caused by the behavior of the velocity of a spin
excitation. It diverges for small U/t and tends slowly towards zero when U is increased. In
figure 2.5 the QMC results showing the dependence of the number of doublons on the entropy
and interactions of the system. Two clear trends are visible. The number of doublons strongly
decreases when the interactions are increased and below entropies of about kBln(2) the doublon
fraction saturates. The remaining energy in the system is not sufficient to overcome the charge
gap anymore, spin excitations which are gapless store the entropy of the system. The minimal
required entropy kBln(2) to excite a charge excitation seems however roughly constant across
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Figure 2.5: QMC results- Doublon fraction for different entropies and interactions For a
one-dimensional Hubbard chain loaded with a fixed number of atoms N = 22 the number of
doublons at various entropies and interactions was calculated. For all three values of interactions
the doublon number seems to saturate in the low entropy limit. A closer look shows the number
of expected doublons to support minima at intermediate entropies (0.6 < s < 0.8 for U/t =
8, 14) which support the Pomeranschuk effect [121, 122].
the different interactions regimes. This is directly linked to the behavior of the free energy of
the spin sector when changing the interactions. The interplay of the sectors free energies cause
a minimum of charge excitations at the point maximal relative free energy of the spin sector,
which is also contained in the QMC predictions at about kBln(2). The QMC predictions of
the spin sector itself, precisely the behavior of nearest-(NN) and next-nearest-neighbor (NNN)
correlations in the center of a trapped system, is presented in figure 2.6. For sufficiently strong
interactions (U/t > 6) the spin correlations strongly increase when the entropy of the system is
lowered. The entropy of the system can not be distributed among charge fluctuations anymore.
The read out of spin correlations offer a sensitive method to dedicate an entropy of the (sub-
)system when the charge-degree of freedom is frozen and is used in chapter 6 to estimate the
local entropy and temperature of our Hubbard chains.
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Figure 2.6: QMC results- Spin correlations NN and NNN for different entropies and in-
teractions QMC calculations of spin correlations in the trap center. The trap average entropies
correspond to the estimated trap average entropy in the experiment for constant particle number
of N ≈ 22. The blue lines correspond to nearest-neighbor (NN) correlations, whereas the red
lines represent next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) correlations. The interaction parameter is decoded
in the shape of the markers: U/t = 4 (circle), 6 (diamond),8 (square), 10 (star). The grey shaded
area marks the expected entropy regions of our experiment.
Chapter 3
Experimental setup
The reader who is interested in the setup can refer to the thesis of my colleague Ahmed Omran
[83], who described the whole setup to produce low entropy single component Fermi gases,
which are investigated in an optical lattice by a quantum gas microscope. With respect to this
thesis, the processes of the single plane preparation and the application of optical superlattices
to prepare (chapter 4) and investigate two component interacting fermions with a spin resolv-
ing quantum gas microscope (chapter 5) have been added. In this chapter, the parts of the
experimental setup which are relevant to understand these processes are presented. In figure
3.1, a schematic view on the science cell is shown. It demonstrates the relative position of the
high resolution objectives as well as the aspheric lenses to project the optical superlattice and
trapping potentials onto the atoms.
3.1 Magnetic field dependence of 6Li
The non-monotonic magnetic field dependence of different hyperfine levels is widely used in
atomic physics. The essential magnetic field characteristics of the 6Li electronic ground state
|F = 1/2,mF = ±1/2〉 is shown in a Breit Rabi diagram in figure 3.2. Most of the experiments
presented in this thesis were done in an incoherent balanced mixture of the two energetically
lowest states labeled |1〉 and |2〉. Being energetically degenerate at zero magnetic field, the
splitting of the two states increases up to 27G where the Zeeman energy of state |2〉 has a local
maximum. For magnetic fields larger than 70G, in the so called Paschen-Back regime, the two
lowest states show the same high field seeking magnetic field behavior with a nearly constant
splitting of 70MHz. In this thesis, atoms in the states |1〉 and |2〉 in the Paschen-Back regime
were evaporated from an optical trap by applying a magnetic field gradient in presence of a
homogeneous offset field. The trapping frequency is strongly reduced along the direction of the
magnetic field gradient and the hottest atoms escape from the trap.
To guarantee thermalization of the remaining atoms during an evaporation process, scatter-
ing processes are needed. Fortunately, 6Li provides a wide range of possibilities to change the
sign as well as the magnitude of the scattering length via magnetic Feshbach resonances [22].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view onto the glass cell along the x-direction. The optical superlat-
tices and the cross trap beam are projected through the high resolution objective (custom made
NA = 0.5, f = 28.1mm triplet lens system) from below. Another objective of the same model
recaptures the beams and the optical superlattices are imaged on a CCD to set the relative phase.
The vertical lattices and the dimple trap are projected onto the atoms through an aspheric lens
(custom made NA = 0.45, f = 40mm) along the y-direction. The vertical lattices get re-
collimated by a lens of the same type and are imaged on a CCD camera to stabilize the relative
phase of the vertical superlattice components. The relevant magnetic fields, the Feshbach field
and the gradient field are also oriented along the y-direction.
All combinations of the three energetically lowest states |1〉, |2〉 and |3〉 provide a broad Fes-
hbach resonance [123], which are shown in figure 3.3. Additionally, some narrow resonances
exist, of which only the one including the states |1〉 and |2〉 at 543.1 G [124] was relevant for
this thesis. The broad resonance between the states |1〉 and |2〉, located at 843G, was used to
tune the scattering length during the evaporation processes to guarantee thermalization as well
as during the physics lattice phase to set the onsite interaction energy U.
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Figure 3.2: Breit Rabi diagram of the 6Li 2S1/2. At zero magnetic field the two fine-
structure levels are split by 228MHz. Up to magnetic fields of 27G the two hyperfine states
|F = 1/2,mF = ±1/2〉 have opposite magnetic moments. Within each fine structure the hy-
perfine levels develop parallel within the Paschen-Back regime (B > 100G).
Figure 3.3: Feshbach resonances of the three energetically lowest states The data for the
resonances were taken from the supplementary material of [123]. The narrow resonance be-
tween the states |1〉 and |2〉 which is presented in the inset, is located at 543.1G and has a width
of 100mG only. This resonance needs to be crossed as fast as possible, otherwise it leads to
three-body losses. We used this loss to calibrate the magnetic field (see section 4.2.2).
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3.2 Optical superlattices
In contrast to the common approach to generate an optical lattice by retro-reflecting a focused
laserbeam with wavelength λ, we use two beams which interfere under an angle ϑ creating a
one-dimensional standing wave potential with lattice constant:
alatt =
λ
2sin
(
ϑ
2
) (3.1)
Besides recovering the counter-propagating case of alatt = λ/2 for ϑ = 180◦, one can extract
from equation 3.1 the possibility to tune the lattice spacing by choosing the intersection angle
ϑ. Using two additional beams of the same wavelength λ which intersect under approximately
half the angle ϑ/2 enables the possibility to operate an additional optical lattice with half the
lattice period. Overlapping these two lattice potentials in combination with the control of the
lattices relative phase ϕrel is called an optical superlattice.
3.2.1 Optical superlattices potentials
The potential of an optical superlattice in one dimension is given by:
V = Vl cos
2 (kly) + Vslcos2
(
kl
2
y + ϕrel
)
(3.2)
where Vl and Vsl represent the potential depths of the short and long scale lattice respectively and
kl = pi/alatt the wavevector of the short scale lattice. The potential heights of the superlattice
components can be tuned individually via the power of the beams involved. Together with
control over the relative phase of the lattice components, this gives access to a wide range of
potentials. Figure 3.4 illustrates the behavior of the superlattice potential for different relative
phases ϕrel including the full asymmetric ϕrel = pi as well as the full symmetric case ϕrel = pi/2.
Figure 3.4: Schematic view of a one-dimensional superlattice potential for different relative
phases ϕrel. Local double wells are symmetric for ϕrel = pi/2 totally antisymmetric for ϕrel = pi.
The two depicted symmetric points are degenerate in their density.
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3.2.2 Experimental realization of a two-dimensional superlattice
To realize interfering beam pairs under an angle ϑ and ϑ/2 we directly use the high resolution
objective (feff = 28.1mm, NA = 0.5 ), which is also used for the single-site resolved fluores-
cence imaging. A perfectly parallel pair of beams, each with a distance of δ to the optical axis
of the objective, is sent to the microscope and gets projected under the relative opening angle:
ϑ = 2 · arctan
(
δ
f
)
. (3.3)
According to equation 3.1 with a distance of δ = 13mm to the optical axis, the one-
dimensional lattice has a lattice constant of alatt = 1.15µm. Extending the potential to an
optical superlattice was done by adding a second pair of beams 1 with half the distance to the
optical axis, resulting in twice the lattice constant compared to the short scale component. The
principle of the setup is illustrated in figure 3.5. Due to the radial symmetry of the microscope
Figure 3.5: Projected superlattice. Schematic view of the projection technique of a two- di-
mensional superlattice. A beam pair (blue) of distance 2δ = 26mm is refracted by the high res-
olution objective with focal length f = 28.1mm. The resulting potential is a one-dimensional
lattice with a spacing of alatt = 1.15µm. Adding a second beam pair with half the distance
(red) results in a one-dimensional superlattice. The photography (left) of the full input pattern
shows the extension of the setup to a two-dimensional superlattice potential (right), by adding
two more beam pairs in a perpendicular plane.
lens, the extension to a two-dimensional square superlattice is achieved by adding two other
pairs of beams with the same distances to the optical axis but rotated by 90◦ around it. This
simple extension of the lattice potential also shows the strength and flexibility of the projection
method, for example three interfering beams with intersection angles of 120◦ would result in a
triangular lattice potential.
The biggest challenge is the production of the input pattern which consists of eight parallel
beams. The beams of each pair need to be phase coherent, and the Gaussian beam sizes should
be the same. Using a modified type of Michelson interferometer we produce the four beam pairs
1Using an AOM the long scale lattice beams are shifted by 110 MHz relative to the short scale component to
avoid interference cross talk
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which are sent to the microscope objective. The working principle is shown and explained in
figure 3.6. Single beams which propagate parallel to the optical axis, which by itself is defined
by a collimated beam, are each split into two parts at a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Both arms
get retro-reflected whereas one arm consists a aspheric lens which inverts the relative orientation
of the lattice beams with respect to the optical axis. This way, we produced four parallel beam
pairs out of four ingoing single beams. The whole interferometer is defined by its optical axis,
which we not only used to align the setup by also to stabilize the relative arm lengths with the
piezo electric element driving the common mirror in the lens arm of the interferometer, depicted
as 3© in figure 3.6. The stabilization scheme will be reviewed in more detail in section 3.2.4.
3.2.3 Vertical lattice
The same interferometric technique is used to produce a vertical superlattice potential with lat-
tice constants of az,short = 1.56µm and az,long = 3.12µm. The beams leaving the interferometer
are projected onto the atoms by a custom made aspheric lens of focal length f = 40mm as
illustrated in figure 3.1. For the experiments presented in this thesis, only the simple lattice
potential with plane distances of az,long have been used. The atoms are transferred from the
dimple sheet of vertical waist wz = 1.7µm into a single plane of the vertical lattice where they
are kept during the whole evaporation and lattice and imaging phase. Two main effects can re-
duce the signal to noise ratio during the fluorescence imaging which are linked with the vertical
lattice. Non perfect overlap of the dimple trap and the chosen lattice plane will lead to some
atoms getting trapped in neighboring planes. Since they are not in focus during the imaging
process, they cause parasitic background signal reducing the signal to noise ratio. Secondly, a
drift of the lattice planes during the imaging process as well as from shot to shot leads to an
enlarged obtained point-spread function of an atom, again reducing the signal to noise ratio of
the imaging process [125].
3.2.4 Phase stabilization and control
The stabilization of the lattice phases plays an important role for the experiments. In the follow-
ing, our realization and its peculiarities regarding the realization of a spin resolving quantum gas
microscope, will be given. More detailed informations about the setup and the characterization
can be found in the diploma thesis of my colleague Michael Lohse [126]. The interferometric
approach (figure 3.6) generates each beam pair out of the different single beams. Since the com-
ponents of the beam pairs propagate along different arms of the interferometer, the phase they
pick up is not the same. Non-common optical elements or airflow will cause an unstable relative
phase of the lattice components and therefore result in moving lattice potentials. In case of the
simple x-y-lattice this might be still tolerable if the frequency of the relative phase drifts and
fluctuations is lower than the trapping frequencies and therefore does not induce heating in the
system. But already in the case of the simple vertical lattice potential an unstable phase reduces
the long term stability of the single plane preparation process (subsection 4.1.1) dramatically.
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Figure 3.6: Interferometer setup to produce the superlattice beams. 1© The optical axis
(black, dashed line) is defined by a collimated beam and sets also the optical axes of all trans-
missive elements in the lattice setup. Two beams of distance δ (blue,short component) and δ
2
(red,long component) to the optical axis are sent to a polarizing beamsplitter cube (PBS) where
they each get split into two parts of equal intensity. The reflected beams get focused by an
aspheric lens 2© and converge on a retro-reflecting mirror 3© which can be driven by a piezo-
electric element to control the arm length of the interferometer. Since the mirror is placed in
the focal point of the lens, the retro-reflected beams switch their relative orientation but remain
parallel and have the same distances to the optical axis again after being transmitted through
the lens. The position of the lens was chosen such that the length of the optical path is the same
as for the transmitted components which get retro-reflected at the array of independent mirrors
4©. The mirrors of the array which retro-reflect the long lattice components (red) are also piezo
driven which opens the possibility to control the relative phase ϕrel of the superlattice potential.
In both arms of the interferometer, the beams have to pass through λ/4- waveplates twice turn-
ing the polarizations such that the beams leave at the same port of the PBS. An array of small
λ/2 waveplates 5© matches the polarizations of the components of each beam pair to ensure
their interference after the high resolution objective 7©. The optical axis beam is removed from
the interferometer before the objective 6© to the stabilization setup. The superlattice beams
interfere at the position of the atoms and get collimated by an equivalent microscope 8© where
they are imaged onto a CCD to measure the relative phase of the superlattice components.
In case of an optical superlattice a drifting and fluctuating relative phase of the components not
only induces a global movement of the potential but also changes the shape of the superlattice
potential. The basic stabilization scheme is shown in figure 3.7. The main principle of the
scheme is to read out the relative phase of the two components of the alignment beam by inter-
fering them on a photodiode. Since the interference signal does not contain information of the
sign of the relative phase ∆ϕ a lock in-detection scheme was used. After propagating through
the two interferometer arms, the two components were overlapped again but have orthogonal
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the arm length stabilization setup. The alignment beam entering
the interferometer was split at the cube. After passing through the two arms the beams were
overlapped again and pass through and EOM which modulates only the polarization component
parallel to its electrical field. The polarization is rotated and the two beams interfere on a fast
photodiode (PD). By using a lock-in technique and a PI controller a feedback signal driving the
piezo was generated.
polarizations. They are passing through an electro-optical modulator which only modulated one
of the polarizations. A λ/2-waveplate rotated the polarizations and the two components were
overlapped on a fast photodiode. The lock-in photodiode signal was demodulated at the EOM
driving frequency to produce a error signal which is sensitive to the sign of the relative phase.
A feedback signal which was generated from the error signal in a home built PI controller was
sent to a piezo driver that changes the optical path length. The full error signal has an amplitude
of 1.8V and a standard-deviation during closed loop operation of 6.5mV. This corresponds to
a phase error of 3mrad. Of course this stabilization scheme corrected only for global effects
on the phase, since the lattice beams did not propagate on the exact same path as the alignment
beams and even have non-common optical elements and mounts. In addition the alignment
beams which are sent to the stabilization were picked up directly behind the interferometer, so
it could not correct for effects on the optical path (≈ 1m) from the interferometer to the atoms in
the glass cell. Therefore an additional active stabilization scheme using the superlattice poten-
tial directly was used. The beams interfering at the position of the atoms in the glass cell were
collected by an objective above the glass cell (see figure 3.1) and imaged with an additional lens
on a CCD camera 2. The recorded intensity pattern was fitted with a linear superposition of two
lattices with wavevectors ki, phases ϕi, amplitudes Ii and background signal B:
I (x) = I1cos2 (k1x− piϕ1) + I2cos2 (k2x− piϕ2) +B . (3.4)
Movements of the global ϕcms and the relative phase ϕrel which were defined as:
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ϕcms = (ϕ1 + 2ϕ2) /2 (3.5)
ϕrel = ϕ1 − 2ϕ2 (3.6)
could be directly measured. Since the beams of the short lattice components were retro-
reflected at mirrors which are mounted on sensitive piezo shifters 3 (see 4© in figure 3.6) the
relative superlattice phases ϕrel can be tuned. This opened not only the possibility to change
the shape of the superlattice potential (see figure 3.4) but also to monitor the long term stability
of the relative lattice phases and correct for errors at each shot before atoms were loaded into
the optical superlattice. The fitted images were also employed to correct for small errors of
the parallelism of lattice beams in the interferometer, resulting in non-commensurate wavevec-
tors ki. This effect shows up as a spatial gradient of the relative phase, changing the shape
of the superlattice potential along the cloud. The ratio of the wavevectors was matched such
that the lattice constant of the large component was twice the constant of the short component.
Technically this was achieved by fine adjustment of the parallelism of the short and long lattice
component beams entering the interferometer. The spin splitting process which is described
in chapter 5 required a symmetric superlattice configuration along 15 long component lattice
sites. Since the maximum Zeeman shift to tilt the double wells for the different spin states is
∆ELR = ±h × 6.2(6) kHz, energy shifts due to phase fluctuations and spatial phase gradients
need to be smaller than ∆ELR. A calculation in chapter 5 translates this energy into a phase,
which needed to be more stable than ±100mrad. We observed the relative phase in different
experimental environments by using the imaging onto the CCD camera. First of all we probed
the phase stability outside the real experimental sequence, allowing for a high repetition rate
and a easy access to the interferometer and the lattice beams. Unfortunately first measurements
showed fluctuations larger than 200mrad. Most important was a quick check that the sensi-
tivity of the phase measurement was not limited by the optical path from the position of the
atoms to the CCD camera onto which the atoms were imaged. A quick measurement of the
relative phase fluctuations immediately behind the interferometer gave the same results, which
pointed strongly towards the interferometer itself where parasitic phases were picked up. We
successively reduced the phase fluctuations by mechanical decoupling the interferometer setup
from its environment. A shielding out of massive cardboard blocked airflow from the flow-
boxes, which are part of the air conditioning system. Whereas uniform airflow by itself would
have not caused trouble, its combination with complex mechanical setups produced turbulences
which locally change the refraction index and therefore induced different optical path lengths
for the different lattice beams [127]. Additionally we isolated the system with sound absorbing
material to avoid excitation of the piezo electrical actuators due to ambient noise from the lab-
oratory. These installations decreased phase fluctuations by a factor of two. Finally the phase
noise was reduced to 50mrad (see figure 3.8) by lowering the strength of the flowbox. A test to
completely turn the airflow off failed, since the temperature of the table became unstable during
the real measurement sequence, which operates all sources of heat as magnetic fields and high
power lasers. The temperature instability had a direct negative effect on the single plane loading
3S-303, Physik Instrumente, closed loop resolution 0.03 nm.
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Figure 3.8: Passive relative phase stability of the optical superlattice potential. By Fourier
transformation of the imaged superlattice potential on a CCD camera, we extract the absolute
lattice phases. Upper plot: The absolute phase of the short scale component was set to 3 rad.
We read out the temporal evolution of the absolute as well as the relative lattice phases, with a
probing cycle of 20 s. Lower plot: Deviations from the set phases. Most of the deviations oc-
curred commonly on the large and short scale component. As expected common errors show up
twice as large in the phase of the short scale component compared to the long scale component
and cancel in the derivation of the error of the relative phase. The mean value of the relative
phase error was in this case 53(4)mrad.
and the focusing of the high resolution microscope, rendering the operation of the experimental
setup impossible.
Chapter 4
Preparation of fermionic Hubbard chains
A fast and robust preparation of ultracold atomic samples is the basis of every experimental
setup dealing with ultracold atoms in optical lattices. Our setup employs many different steps
to cool and shape the density of the atomic cloud, to load low entropy samples in the optical
lattice with high fidelity. The processes, which are relevant extensions to the status presented
by my colleague Ahmed Omran [83], are presented in this chapter.
Given a degenerate cloud of 2 ·104 atoms at T/TF ≈ 0.20(7), which we estimated by fitting
absorption images of the cloud with a Fermi-Dirac distribution [117],trapped in the dimple
sheet, the experimental production of ultracold fermionic Hubbard chains, which are feasible
for the investigation with a quantum gas microscope, can be divided into two parts. The first
step is to transfer the atoms into a single plane of the vertical lattice potential. The aspect of
single plane loading is most important for the microscopic investigation of the lattice gas, to
avoid parasitic fluorescence from atoms trapped in planes out of focus. This two-dimensional
gas is further cooled with magnetically supported evaporation. The second step is the ramp up
of the lattice potential. The atoms were first isolated in 1 dimensional tubes before the lattice
potential along these tubes was ramped up. The resulting Hubbard chains were studied with the
spin resolving quantum gas microscope. Details of the preparation processes are given in this
chapter.
4.1 Production of two-dimensional degenerate spin mixtures
The description of the preparation process begins with atoms trapped in the dimple light sheet.
The experimental steps to prepare the cloud in the dimple were already described in detail in
the thesis of my colleague Ahmed Omran [83]. These processes are briefly summarized in a
chronological order given by their appearance during the experimental cycle:
• Evaporation of solid 6Li in an oven with small output aperture, Zeeman slowing of the
resulting atomic beam.
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Figure 4.1: Timetable of relevant parameters involved in the preparation process of the
two-dimensional degenerate gas 1©: After the spill-out process in the dimple trap, the atoms
are transferred into a single plane of the z-lattice. 2©: Before the evaporation process starts, the
scattering length is changed. Afterwards the trapping frequency is lowered along the direction
of the magnetic field gradient by increasing its magnitude in 2.5 s. 3©: At the end of the evap-
oration the magnetic field gradient is ramped to zero and the transverse confinement is lowered
by decreasing the cross trap intensity. This reduces the density to prevent three body losses.
• Laser cooling and trapping in the MOT chamber, first on the broad (red) cooling transi-
tion
∣∣2S1/2〉 → ∣∣2P3/2〉 and secondly employing the narrow transition in the ultraviolet∣∣2S1/2〉→ ∣∣3P3/2〉 at 323 nm.
• Loading into the large volume magic-wavelength dipole trap (P = 60W ( of a 100W out-
put power multi-mode fiber amplifier), λ = 1070(3) nm, w0 = 100µm), pre-evaporation
and transfer into the small volume tightly confining transport trap (P = 3.5 W,
λ = 1064 nm, w0 = 28µm ).
• Optical transport into the science cell, thermalization of the atomic cloud in the crossed
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dipole trap by ramping up the cross beam (P = 3.0 W, λ = 1064 nm, w0 = 78µm ) at
moderate attractive interactions (as = −290 aB).
• Ramping up the dimple potential during the optical evaporation. Adiabatic ramp down of
the crossed dipole trap and transfer into the dimple potential.
The upcoming processes which transform the cloud into a degenerate sample trapped in a single
plane are shown in figure 4.1. The illustration shows all traps and magnetic fields which are
involved in the single plane loading process 1©, the magnetic evaporation 2© as well as the
density matching before the lattice phase 3©. The different phases are explained in more detail
in the next sections.
4.1.1 Single plane preparation
An incoherent balanced mixture of about 2 · 104 atoms in the states |1〉 and |2〉 was trapped in
the elliptical shaped dimple light sheet. The Feshbach field was adapted such that interactions
were moderately attractive (as = −290 aB). To guarantee single plane loading of the vertical
lattice potential, the dimple trap was spilled out in presence of this field. The spill out process
reduced the number of atoms and the cloud size which minimized the overlap of the atomic
cloud with neighboring planes. To illustrate this the measured Gaussian cloud sizes of the full
cloud (σfull = 2.4µm ) and the spilled-out cloud (σs-o = 1.3µm) are compared with the plane
to plane distance of the vertical lattice dz = 3.1µm. Therefore the spill-out process reduces
the ratio of atoms transferred into neighboring planes compared to the central plane population
from 20% below 1%. Additionally, the total number of atoms was reduced by only about
a factor of two during this process, guaranteeing good starting conditions for the upcoming
evaporation process. After the spill-out process the z-lattice potential was linearly ramped up in
100ms to 178ER. When the vertical confinement had reached its maximum value the dimple
trap was adiabatically turned off. Transverse confinement was controlled with the power of
the cross beam. Therefore we loaded about N = 8000 atoms at temperatures of T = 1µK
into a single plane of the vertical lattice. Note that the scattering properties of the system can
still be regarded as three dimensional, since the sufficient conditions to describe the system as
quasi two-dimensional [128–130] are not given. The vertical harmonic confinement length lz
of the system is still comparable with the thermal wavelength λdB and the measured transversal
average interparticle distance n−1/2.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of dimple spill out on plane loading process. Absorption images of dif-
ferent cloud realizations. (a) Fully loaded dimple trap (top left, P = 1mW) containing about
104 atoms. After adiabatic release into the long scale z-Lattice (bottom, Vz = 178ER) atoms
populate not only the central but also the neighboring planes. (b) Spilling out the dimple trap
(top right) by reducing its power to P = 0.1mW, reduces the number of atoms and the size of
the cloud, such that only a single plane of the vertical lattice gets populated (bottom right).
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4.1.2 Magnetic evaporation
Since we needed to maintain the single plane character of the system usual evaporation tech-
niques where the optical confinement along all directions is gradually lowered could not be
applied. Otherwise the atoms would be able to tunnel along the vertical direction and there-
fore repopulate neighboring planes. Therefore the evaporation process was magnetically driven
along the transverse direction. It made use of the high field seeking character of the two states
in the Paschen-Back regime when applying large magnetic fields. The large Feshbach field of
599G, which corresponds to a scattering length of as = +353 aB, was set before the evapora-
tion process started and brought us well in the Paschen-Back regime. By adding the magnetic
field gradient along the direction of the homogeneous field, the effective transverse trapping
frequencies are lowered. When the applied magnetic field gradient was large enough, atoms
escaped the trap and the remaining atoms thermalized at a lower temperature.
Figure 4.3: Schematic view on the magnetic evaporation. The optical trapping potential is
tilted along the direction of the applied gradient B′, since the atoms were prepared in the states
|1〉 and |2〉, which are high field seeking at the magnetic field value B0 = 599G.
The magnetic field gradient was ramped quickly to 6G/cm at the beginning of the evap-
oration. This value was experimentally determined by keeping the atoms in the presence of
different gradient fields for 100ms. We picked the value for which the number of atoms start to
diminish as the initial evaporation gradient. The evaporation proceeded by slowly ramping the
magnetic field gradient towards its maximum strength of 27G/cm in 2.5 s. The exact final value
sets the final number of atoms as well as the temperature of the system. For all experiments
described in chapter 6, the magnetic evaporation stopped at 25G/cm leaving about 100 atoms
which were loaded into the optical lattice. At the end of the evaporation process, the magnetic
field gradient was ramped down to zero before the atoms were allowed to spread transversally
by reducing the cross trap confinement. All ramp durations, scattering lengths and field gra-
dients were optimized by minimizing the number of holes and doublons in a two-dimensional
Mott-insulator in the short lattice observed under the microscope. Special care was taken to
avoid three body losses and heating of the gas. Especially the timing of Feshbach field ramps
was important. Due to the location of the narrow Feshbach resonance at 543.286G the system
had to cross this region when the 3D scattering length was changed from moderately attractive
to repulsive. This step was necessary anyway, since the Hubbard-chains were studied at the
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repulsive region of the Fermi-Hubbard phase diagram. The three body loss rate n˙ scales as
[124]:
n˙ = −L3 · n3, (4.1)
whereas n is the density of the system and L3 the three-body loss coefficient. Due to the
cubic dependence on density, it was essential to ramp across the resonance only in cases where
the atoms were allowed to spread transversally or when they were trapped in isolated lattice
wells.
4.1.3 Hubbard chain preparation
Low enough temperatures of the two-dimensional sample below T/TF < 0.1 is only one of the
requirements to realize low entropy Hubbard chains. It is of the similar importance to load the
gas into the optical lattice sites without heating it, for example by parametric heating. Since this
heating process scales with ω2trap [131] this process is much more severe for atoms in lattices
than in simple traps where the trapping frequencies are usually lower. Therefore we carefully
adjusted the parameters of the PID controller to avoid oscillatory or overshooting behavior of
the intensity stabilizations. After the evaporation ended and the transverse confinement was
reduced, we set the scattering length (and thus the final interaction strength U in the lattice) by
varying the Feshbach field between 529G and 657G.[132]. Usually the atoms were kept as short
as possible at these strong interactions to minimize heating due to three-body recombination.
Figure 4.4: Breit Rabi diagram of the two lowest spin states. At the magnetic field of 599G
set by the Feshbach field, both states are high field seeking, which we used for magnetically
driven evaporation.
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For some measurements, we used this holding time to heat the gas actively and measured the
entropy dependence of antiferromagnetic correlations (chapter 6).
Figure 4.5: Timetable of the Hubbard chain preparation. 1©: After decreasing the transverse
confinement to lower density by lowering the cross trap power, the desired scattering length
was adjusted by ramping the Feshbach field in 100ms. The scattering lengths varied between
as = 8aB and as = 904aB. 2©: The transverse profile of the cloud was shaped by lowering
the cross trap power even more. 3©: The long scale component of the superlattice along the
y-direction was ramped up to 34ERin 100ms and the cross trap was ramped to zero in the
first 50ms of this ramp. 4©: The atoms, being trapped in isolated 1-dimensional tubes, were
adiabatically loaded into the short scale lattice potential along the x-direction with a depth of
11ER.
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4.2 Calibration of the Hubbard parameters
To gain precise knowledge about the energy scales of the Hubbard Hamiltonian one needs to
calibrate the parameters. The full Hamiltonian is characterized by the tunneling, a measure of
the mobility of the atoms in the optical lattice, and the interaction energy, describing the colli-
sions between two atoms. The tunneling can be calculated as the overlap integral of Wannier
functions of the lowest band from neighboring lattice sites. To be able to calculate the Wannier
functions the optical lattices have to be characterized. The sizes of the lattice beams as well as
the lattice depths were measured for different powers. Since we are working in the so called
ultracold temperature regime, the scattering process can be parametrized by a single parame-
ter, the so called s-wave scattering length [92]. The interaction can be assumed to be purely
onsite, since the lattice spacing is much larger than the maximum expected scattering length
(dL = 1.15µm 1000 aB ≈ 47 nm).
4.2.1 Lattice parameter calibration
The beam sizes were determined by using each lattice beam as a single beam which was crossed
with the transport trap, containing about 105 atoms. The lattice beam was abruptly turned on at a
certain power. This initialized a breathing mode oscillating with twice the trap frequency [133].
Since the crossing angles between the lattice beams and the transport trap is either 65◦ (short
lattice) or 77◦ degree (long lattice) and the axial trapping frequency of the transport trap is very
low, one of the radial components of the breathing mode oscillation represents the radial trap
frequency of the lattice beam. The oscillation frequency was extracted by fitting the Gaussian
cloud width versus time with a damped cosine oscillation for three different lattice beam powers
and taking the average. Given the measured powers and the oscillation frequencies one can
calculate the beam waists of the lattice beams. Under ideal conditions one would be able to
calculate also the depth of the lattice wells because the single beams are fully characterized.
But since the visibility of the interference pattern also depends on the polarizations as well as
the overlap of the individual lattice beams, it was important to measure the lattice depths with a
different method.
To calibrate the depth of the various lattices we performed lattice modulation spectroscopy
[134]. By modulating the amplitude of the periodic potential, atoms from the ground band get
transferred to the second excited band 1. To this end, we used a spin polarized sample in the
|1〉 = |F = 1/2,mF = −1/2〉 state to avoid effects of the interparticle interaction trapped in the
crossed dipole trap. After the lattice was ramped to the desired value, we modulated its intensity
for 300ms with an amplitude of 3%. We probed the band structure by recording the number
of trapped atoms versus the modulation frequency. The number of lost atoms is a measure for
the number of transferred atoms from the ground (ν = 0) to the second excited band (ν = 2).
Since our system is fermionic the transitions include different transition frequencies belonging
1Due to the conservation of parity, the excitations to the first excited band are suppressed.
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to different quasimomenta q = 0 → q′ = 0 to q = pi → q′ = pi. We picked the lowest (q = 0)
as well as the highest transition frequencies (q = pi) to calibrate the lattice.
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Figure 4.6: Band structure of the lowest and the second excited band. The curvature of the
second excited band, given by its dispersion relation, broadens the spectrum of the excitation
frequencies. We assign the lowest and highest transition frequencies to excitations q = 0 →
q′ = 0 and q = pi → q′ = pi, respectively. The equivalent band structure and transitions also
apply for q < 0, since the bands scale as ∼ q2.
We used the center of the falling (rising) edge of the loss feature (figure 4.7) as the low-
est (highest) frequency. The beam powers as well their Gaussian widths were used as free
fit parameters to minimize the differences between the calculated transition frequencies from
band structure and the measured values. We performed these calibrations for all beams of the
transverse as well as the vertical superlattice.
4.2.2 Interaction strength calibration
The s-wave scattering length as can be tuned via the Feshbach resonance by controlling the
magnetic field B. The Feshbach resonances of the two lowest hyperfine levels of the electronic
ground state of 6Li have been characterized in detail [123, 124]. The results of these studies
were used to calibrate the magnetic field as well as the scattering length as.
To calibrate the magnetic field we used the narrow Feshbach resonance between the states
located at 543.286G [124] which has only a width of 100mG and a background scattering
length of abg = 62 aB. We identified the location of the narrow resonance with a spectroscopic
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Figure 4.7: Modulation spectroscopy of the short lattice component along the x-direction.
The loss measurement was performed for three different powers per beam. We measured the
number of atoms with absorption imaging after modulating the lattice beam intensity for 300ms
with an amplitude of 3%.
measurement. We kept 105 atoms at T/TF ≈ 0.25 in a crossed dipole trap and varied the
magnetic field by changing the current through the Feshbach coils. Holding the atoms at this
field for 100ms and measuring the number of atoms with absorption imaging at zero magnetic
field resulted in an asymmetric loss feature (figure 4.8). In the vicinity of the resonance we
expect a strongly enhanced three body loss of atoms [124]. The applied current was measured
with a current transducer 2. The asymmetry of the obtained loss feature can be explained with
the finite temperature of the system. The resonance condition to produce a molecule was hit
when relative kinetic energy of the colliding atoms in states |1〉 and |2〉 with relative momentum
krel is equal to the energy difference of the molecular state relative to threshold energy given by
the magnetic field of the Feshbach resonance:
~k2rel
2m
= Emol − Ethreshold = 2µB (B −Bres) (4.2)
If differences of the magnetic field relative to the resonance field are positive this energy can
be equalized by collisions with larger relative momenta and therefore temperatures, whereas
the resonance is sharp for magnetic fields B smaller than the resonance Bres. We located the
maximum loss at 213.62(1)A. In absence of a Feshbach current, the magnetic field was zeroed
via microwave spectroscopy [135] by applying current to offset coils surrounding the setup.
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The knowledge of this second point enabled us to calibrate the magnetic field with a precision
of ±0.2G. With knowledge of the magnetic field, the precise results of Selim Jochims group
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Figure 4.8: Magnetic field calibration by locating the narrow Feshbach resonance. The
figure shows the leftover number of atoms after keeping them trapped for 100ms in a two-
dimensional trap in the vicinity of different magnitudes of the homogeneous offset field. The
narrow Feshbach resonance is identified via a strongly enhanced three body loss rate which
shows up as a strongly reduced number of atoms.
[123] were used to convert the magnetic field to a s-wave scattering length based on the broad
resonance of the states |1〉 and |2〉. The onsite interaction U was then calculated using the
Wannier function of the lowest band for our measured lattice depths [136]. Because of the large
lattice spacing, we expect only small corrections to the interaction strength due to multi-band
effects [137].
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Chapter 5
Spin and charge resolving quantum gas
microscope
As pointed out in the theory section, for entropies lower than s < ln(2), the full characterization
of the Hubbard Hamiltonian requires not only knowledge of the charge degrees of freedom but
also the spin distribution. Since for our system the spins are decoded in two different hyperfine
levels of the 6Li F = 1/2 electronic ground state, an experimental method that distinguishes
these two states during the imaging process had to be developed. Other groups have tried to cir-
cumvent this point by removing one of the spin components optically already before the imaging
process while not disturbing the other. Taking one image of each spin component and one with
both components in the lattice, allows them to extract information about the distribution of spins
as well as singly occupied sites [138, 142]. In contrast to that, the method we chose allows to
image both spin components in one shot, deterministically separating different spins spatially
before imaging. Since possible doubly occupied sites are also split before the imaging process,
this avoids the common problem of parity projection due to light assisted collisions [65, 66]. In
this way we not only access the distribution of spins but also to the full charge statistics, includ-
ing doubly occupied sites. Technically we make use of an optical superlattice in combination
with opposite magnetic moments of the two hyperfine levels representing the different spins.
In the following chapter I will summarize the required technical ingredients and show how a
single component spin polarized gas was used to benchmark the fidelity of the spin separation
process. Beforehand, I will recapitulate the basic working principle of our charge resolving
quantum gas microscope [79, 83] and update the obtained size of the point-spread-function of
a single atom. Additionally, a method to avoid parity projection by employing strong repulsive
interactions during the transfer into the Pinning lattice, will be discussed.
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5.1 Charge resolving quantum gas microscope
5.1.1 Working principle of our quantum gas microscope
To probe lattice gases of 6Li with single atom and single-site sensitivity, we performed fluores-
cence imaging. We collected photons which the trapped atoms scatter, with our high resolution
objective (f = 28.1mm, see in figure 3.1 indicated from below). The collected photons were
imaged with a lens of focal length of f = 1700mm onto a EMCCD camera 1. The resolution
of the microscope objective was independently determined before with a star test to be ≈ 1µm
[126]. Since the lattice constant of the short physics lattice component is 1.15µm, optically
distinguishing two objects which populate two neighboring sites is relaxed. However, the more
challenging task was to keep the atoms trapped in their original lattice site, while collecting
a sufficient number of photons during the imaging process. Atom loss or tunneling processes
reduce the obtained signal to noise ratio such that the occupation of the lattice sites can not be
reconstructed. To avoid, or at least minimize, these processes, we need to trap the atoms in a
sufficiently deep lattice potential during the imaging process. Even exacerbating these require-
ments, the light mass of 6Li causes fast tunneling rates (t ∝ 1/m) and a high photon recoil
energy (ER ∝ 1/m). Since the required trap depth to avoid these processes was around 1mK
per lattice axis, we could not just scale up the power in our projected lattice beams (figure 3.5).
Such trap depth would either require very high powers (> 20W) or small focus of the beams.
Whereas the first restriction is limited by the available laser power, the second directly limits
the sizes of our ultracold samples during the physics phase, due to a stronger curved trapping
potential (see equation 2.9). Therefore we implemented an additional lattice, which was only
used during the imaging process. this so called Pinning lattice, which was powered by one
NUFERN-1064nm fiber amplifier per axis (NUA-1064-PD-0050-D0) with nominal output of
50W each. After isolation of the amplifier, beam size shaping and passing through a inten-
sity controlling AOM (I-FS080-2S2G-3-LV1 by Gooch and Housego) the remaining power was
shined to the position of the atoms. By directly retro reflecting each beam onto each ingoing
component respectively we got a tightly confining 3-dimensional Pinning lattice with a lattice
constant of aPL = λ/2 = 532 nm and size wx,y,z ≈ 58µm. For stabilized powers of 20W per
beam the on-site trap frequency was 2pi · 1.42MHz. Each physics lattice site is oversampled by
minimum eight Pinning lattice sites. Together with the separation of the lattice during imaging
and physics phase, this allows for arbitrary choice of the investigated geometry. The strong
oversampling also allowed to avoid parity projection during the imaging process. This fact was
already described for a polarized single component gas in the thesis of Ahmed Omran [83] and
was extended in the framework of this thesis to interacting two component gases (chapter 5.1.2).
After the atomic sample was prepared at its final physical state, we froze the distribution by
quickly ramping the physics lattice to its maximal depths of Vi = [45, 47, 178]ER, measured in
their respective recoil energies. Afterwards the atoms were transferred into the Pinning lattices,
ramped to reach the maximum on-site frequencies. Since 6Li does not provide an appropriate
1EMCCD, ProEM1024 by Princeton Instruments
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fine structure to allow for usual sub-Doppler cooling mechanisms [65, 66] to cool the atoms
during the imaging process, we applied degenerate Raman sideband cooling [75, 77, 139, 140].
The ratio between a single photon recoil energy (2pi · 74 kHz) and the vibrational spacing of the
harmonic trapping potential can be parametrized by the so-called single photon Lamb-Dicke
parameter
η1 =
√
~k2
2mωtrap
≈ 0.23 , (5.1)
provided necessary conditions for Raman-sideband cooling. The large depth of the Pinning
lattice not only provides resolved vibrational states for Raman sideband cooling, but moreover
to suppresses tunneling events during the imaging process. Tunneling rates are not negligible
anymore when an atom spends some time in a highly excited band of the Pinning lattice, since
tunneling rates exponentially grow with the number of the band excitation. A detailed overview
about the Raman sideband-cooling is provided in [79]. During exposing the EMCCD camera
for 1 second we collected about 450 photons per atom which results in a great signal to noise
ratio (see A in figure 5.1). In contrast to the thesis of Ahmed Omran we reconstructed the lattice
population with an accelerated Richardson-Lucy deconvolution algorithm [141]. We feed the
algorithm with our obtained point-spread function (PSF) from 1000 averaged realizations, with
Gaussian widths of σ1 = 314 nm and σ2 = 363 nm along the principle axes (see C in figure 5.1).
The measured size of the PSF is smaller than the one we used in our first publication [79, 83].
The reduced size of the PSF improved our imaging fidelity substantially, which allowed to
reduce the exposure to 500 -700ms. We estimated the fidelity of the atom number sensitive
detection from the overlap of the peaks in the counting statistics (see E in figure 5.1). The
fidelities were determined by fitting the peaks with Gaussian and calculating their overlap. The
segregation of the n = 0, n = 1 and n = 2 peak was good enough to reach imaging fidelities
of > 99% and 95% of singly and doubly occupied sites, respectively. The main limitations
of the detection process are due to residual tunneling events of the atoms during the Raman-
sideband cooling, which are caused by still too small Pinning lattice depths, technically limited
by currently available output powers of 1064 nm fiber amplifiers.
5.1.2 Avoiding parity projection
Obtaining the full number statistics of the lattice occupation is one of the central aspects of
quantum gas microscopy. Whereas imaging empty and singly occupied sites has been shown
in multiple experimental setups, light induced collisions inhibited the direct imaging of doubly
occupied sites, showing up as an empty site [65, 66, 74–77]. Therefore the obtained density
distributions only reflect the parity. To avoid this so called parity projection due to light induced
collisions, two atoms which populate the same lattice site need to be transferred into two differ-
ent sites before starting the imaging process. One approach is realized by trapping them already
in the long component of an optical superlattice configuration along one direction and split-
ting the atoms into the two corresponding short scale components. We realized this technique
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Figure 5.1: Reconstruction algorithm. A Raw fluorescence image backgrounded with a grid
indicating the short-short lattice configuration on which the occupations are reconstructed. The
color scale indicates the number of detected photons per pixel on the CCD chip. B Measured
PSF from 1000 shots with Gaussian widths of σ1 = 314 nm and σ2 = 363 nm along the prin-
ciple axes. C Image after applying the Lucy-Richardson deconvolution algorithm [141] with
the PSF from B. The color scale represents the counts per pixel after this deconvolution. D
Reconstructed lattice occupation. Empty sides are left empty, singly and doubly occupied sites
are colored (blue and red respectively).E Histogram of the recorded number of occurred photon
counts. The separation of empty and singly occupied sites is excellent and results in a recon-
struction fidelity better than 99%. Singly and doubly occupied sites are harder to distinguish
due to the low number of doublons, but still reveal a reconstruction fidelity of 95%.
even spin selectively (see section 5). Another possibility is provided by using an additional,
completely independent, lattice potential, with shorter lattice constant compared to the physics
lattice. In our setup the Pinning lattice (aPL = 532 nm), into which we transfer the atoms before
imaging, oversampled even the short physics lattice constant of 1.15µm. We showed already
for a spin polarized sample that doubly occupied sites are always split into two different Pinning
lattice sites when its potential is adiabatically ramped up [79, 83]. In this case Pauli blocking
forces atoms on doubly occupied sites to populate different energy bands. For the parameters of
the frozen physics lattice Vi = [45, 47, 178]ER, the band gap is on the order of 72 kHz. When
ramping up the Pinning lattice, the energy levels of the states are initially dominated by the
physics lattice parameters. When the Pinning lattice depth is increased further, the energy level
of the neighboring pinning lattice site crosses the energy of a doubly occupied Pinning lattice
site. If the Pinning lattice potential is ramped up slow enough compared to the gap, the sys-
tem follows adiabatically into the state of lower energy. The doubly occupied physics lattice
site is split into two Pinning lattice sites. Since the resolution of the microscope is only 1µm
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compared to the Pinning lattice constant of 532 nm, the atoms are assigned to the same physics
lattice site. As shown in figure 5.1 a doubly occupied site is accompanied with nearly twice the
fluorescence counts of a singly occupied site. In case of a two component mixture the larger
fraction of doubly occupied sites contains two atoms in different states. Therefore the Pauli
blocking does not apply and doubly occupied sites are energetically degenerate when the inter-
action between the two states is zero. But as soon as the interaction is finite and repulsive the
degeneracy is lifted and a doubly occupied site is increased by the interaction energy U. Since
the occupation in the physics lattice does not change anymore when the distribution is frozen by
ramping its depth to the maximum, the interaction parameter can be ramped to a value which is
on the same order of magnitude as the band splitting in the case of a polarized gas. For the lat-
tice parameters of the frozen physics lattice Vi = [45, 47, 178]ER and an interparticle scattering
length of as = +3000 aB the interaction energy is 39 kHz. The required timescale of the Pin-
ning lattice ramp was therefore expected to be larger than in the case of a polarized gas. In a test
measurement, we set the interparticle interactions to nearly zero (Feshbach field at 527.8G) and
tuned the evaporation and trapping potential parameters at the end of the preparation sequence
(see 4.1) such that we expected a band insulating core in the center of the trap with an average
filling of ni,σ = 1 per spin state σ. When applying strong repulsive interactions during the
transfer to the Pinning lattices, we could suppress major amount of the parity projection if the
Pinning lattice is ramped up slow enough (figure 5.1.2). We compared the number of imaged
doublons for the case of strong repulsive and zero interparticle interactions. To benchmark the
number of doublons and holes we reference the measurement results to a n = 1 Mott insulator
realized in the short-short lattice configuration at strong repulsive interactions.
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Figure 5.2: Suppressing parity projection by strong repulsive interactions. We prepared
clouds which populated about N = 120 lattice sites. (a) We investigated the number of de-
tected doubly occupied sites of a non-interacting two component lattice gas depending on ap-
plied strong repulsive interactions during the transfer into the Pinning lattice. Additionally the
influence of the Pinning lattice ramp duration was checked. As a reference a nearly perfect half
filled sample (blue data, Mott insulator at strong repulsion) is shown. It is clearly observable
that the number of detected doublons increases and finally saturates when applying strong in-
teractions (red data) and ramping up the Pinning lattice slow enough (> 20ms) whereas for
zero interactions (green data) the number of detected doublons decreases. (b) At the same time
the number of detected holes behaves reversed. Strong repulsive interactions in combination
with slow enough ramps avoid the production of artificial holes by parity projecting originally
doubly occupied sites. (c) Raw CCD fluorescence images for three extreme cases of a and b.
The effect of interactions in combination with slow ramps is clearly visible. The color scale,
representing CCD fluorescence counts, is set such that it saturates for doubly occupied sites.
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5.2 Spin resolving quantum gas microscope
For interacting two component gases below entropies per particle of s = ln(2)kB, the spin
degree of freedom is not random anymore [86, 88, 119, 120] and the knowledge about their
distribution is required to characterize the full Fock space of the system. In the following
section the extension of our quantum gas microscope to the ability of identifying the spin of
an imaged atom is presented. The development was driven in parallel to two other groups
[138, 142], who succeeded in reconstruction of the spin distribution by removing one of the
spin components optically before imaging them with the quantum gas microscope. In contrast
to this approach we kept both spin components but separated them spatially by a Stern-Gerlach
like splitting process into different sites of double wells before imaging [38, 58]. The upcoming
subsections describe first the general idea of the splitting process and inform about possible
lattice configurations as well as possible measurement results. The subsequent subsections
concentrate more on technical details such as the experimental implementation as well as the
benchmarking of the splitting process.
Figure 5.3: Sequential view on the splitting process on an exemplary doubly occupied site.
Two atoms, one of spin up and the other down, are trapped in a large spaced physics lattice
site. Due to their opposite magnetic moments the different spin states experience a spatially
dependent energy offset after ramping up the magnetic field gradientB′. With a relative phase of
ϕrel = 0, which guarantees symmetric double wells (see figure 3.4), the short scale component
of the superlattice is adiabatically ramped up while the long scale component is ramped down.
Given this combination of the symmetric double wells and the spatial spin-dependent energy
offset, the spin states experience an effectively tilted lattice potential of opposite direction,
transferring the spin down component in the left site and vice versa.
5.2.1 Spin resolution through spatial spin separation
The described splitting scheme works for lattice configurations which constrain the atoms to
populate only the long component of the superlattice in the y-direction. The chosen lattice con-
figuration along the x-direction played no role. Before and after the splitting process every atom
can be uniquely assigned to a single site of the long lattice component along the y-direction. To
gain information about the spin of an atom we made use of our superlattice potentials. We sep-
arated the two spin components spatially into different sites of symmetric double wells before
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Figure 5.4: Breit Rabi diagram of the two lowest hyperfine levels. Spin separation: In the
linear Zeeman regime (approximately up to 10G) the magnetic moments of the two spin states
(decoded in green and red) are of opposite sign but same magnitude. A magnetic offset field of
about 3G was set in addition to the magnetic field gradient B′ to persist the quantization axis
during the splitting process. Spin polarization: To benchmark the splitting process (see sub-
section 5.2.5) we used a spin polarized sample. We polarized the sample at 27G homogeneous
offset field where the magnetic moment of the down spins vanishes. By applying a magnetic
field gradient on top of the offset field we polarized the sample by reducing the trap depth of
the up-spin to zero [79].
imaging them with the quantum gas microscope. We distinguish the two different sites of the
double well by making use of the opposite magnetic moments of the used spin states in the lin-
ear Zeeman regime (figure 5.4). By applying a magnetic field gradient along the y-direction the
atoms experienced a spin dependent force of the same magnitude but opposite sign. This leads
to effectively tilted double wells when ramping up the the short component while reducing the
long component of the optical superlattice along the y-direction (see figure 5.3). If the induced
Zeeman-shifts are sufficiently high compared to fluctuations of the relative superlattice phase,
spin down atoms are transferred to the left well and vice versa with unity probability.
Afterwards the trapping lattice potentials are ramped up to their maximum value and the
atoms get transferred into the Pinning lattices and our usual imaging fluorescence imaging
technique with the quantum gas microscope starts (section 5.1.1). Figure 5.5 shows the gen-
eral process and illustrates typical spin resolved and non spin resolved images of decoupled
one-dimensional Hubbard chains, which were also the main physical system studied in the
framework of this thesis (chapter 6).
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Figure 5.5: Working principle of the spin and density resolved detection (a) Schematic of
spin resolved imaging. Each site of a Hubbard chain was split spin-dependently into a local
double well potential. During the splitting process a magnetic field gradient B was present to
separate the two spins spatially. This allows for the simultaneous detection of |↑〉 (green), |↓〉
(red) spins, doublons (red and green spins overlapping) and holes (gray spheres) and thus for
a full characterization of the Hubbard chains. (b) Typical fluorescence image of atoms in five
mutually independent one-dimensional tubes imaged prior to splitting. The lattice potentials
are indicated by the black lines next to the images with a spacing along the tubes oriented in
x-direction of 1.15µm and a transverse inter-tube separation of 2.3µm. The increasing fluo-
rescence level is shown by darker colors in relative units as represented by the color bar. Our
imaging slightly displace the atoms from their original positions and also allows for the detec-
tion of doubly occupied sites (saturated signal in the center) [79]. (c) Typical image with spin
resolved detection. A superlattice in y-direction (indicated on the left of the image) was used
to split each chain in a spin dependent manner. The |↓〉 spins were pulled down, while the |↑〉
spins were pulled upwards. The right image illustrates the reconstructed Hubbard chains.
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5.2.2 Power of a spin and density resolving quantum gas microscope
Realizable lattice configurations
As already mentioned, the class of lattice systems we were able to investigate with spin resolu-
tion was limited to systems which populate only the long lattice component along the y-direction
whereas we are free to choose the superlattice configuration along the x-direction (see figure
5.6).
Even within these configurations two-dimensional strongly correlated systems can be real-
ized. Since we want to observe spin-spin interactions in our systems, two requirements have to
be fulfilled. The interactions should be the dominate the kinetic energy of the atoms, but at the
same time the superexchange coupling which drives spin-spin interactions (J ∼ 4t2/U ) needs
to remain finite. A large lattice spacing of dl,y = 2.3µm leads to reduced tunneling rates, since
the overlap of the Wannier-functions is weakened. In the case of 6Li, the light mass counters this
Figure 5.6: Density plots of exemplary lattice configurations possible to investigate with
our spin resolving quantum gas microscope. a) Decoupled one-dimensional tubes with spac-
ing of dl,y = 2.3µm. This system would require fast freezing within short (x) lattice sites
prior to the splitting process. b) Decoupled one-dimensional Hubbard chains with short in-
tra lattice spacing of ds,x = 1.15µm (used for all measurements in chapter 6) c) Decoupled
one-dimensional double wells or coupled double wells. d) Two dimensional lattice in the con-
figuration ds,x = 1.15µm, dl,y = 2.3µm.
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Figure 5.7: View on detection of two-dimensional antiferromagnetic correlations. a: Per-
fect pattern of two-dimensional Ne´el-state in the short (x)-long(y) lattice configuration via the
one-dimensional vertical splitting technique. (b) Single experimental realization of almost per-
fectly ordered small cloud in the short (x) -long (y) lattice configuration. The two lattice axis
set to realize final tunnel couplings of tx,y ≈ 200Hz.
effect (t ∼ 1/m) and sufficient tunneling rates, at trap depths which are still large compared to
the temperatures of the systems, were experimentally realized. The relatively low confinement
parameters to reach sufficient tunneling rates increases the size of the on-site wavefunctions.
Following equation 2.8, interparticle interactions are strongly reduced. Again, the characteris-
tics of 6Li (see figure 3.3), allowing to tune the on-site interactions via Feshbach resonances,
enable to access to the strongly correlated regime. In first experimental efforts antiferromag-
netic correlations in two dimensions with lattice configuration 5.6 (d) were realized. In figure
5.7 the perfect theoretically expected and an experimentally recorded pattern are shown.
Once the occupation and the spin of a lattice site is measured, there is in principle no limit to
evaluate any arbitrary correlation function. The relevant correlators which are under investiga-
tion in our systems are illustrated in figure 5.8. A pure spin-spin correlator versus the distance
can be calculated (figure 5.8 (a)), as well as local and non-local density density correlations (fig-
ure 5.8 (b)). However, the full strength of the microscope is played, when the read-out spin and
density distributions are combined. For example the spin-spin correlations with distance two
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can be evaluated under the constraint of a hole located in between these two sites. Such spin-
hole-spin correlations are expected to behave different in one and two dimensions (see figures
2.4 and 2.3). In contrast to condensed matter systems, we can not only tune the dimensionality
of the system, but also reconstruct the relevant multi-point spin-hole-spin correlations with our
spin and charge-resolving quantum gas microscope.
Figure 5.8: Possible correlator in one dimension After assignment of the local occupation and
spin the correlation functions can be calculated. (a) Correlations in the spin sector versus the
distance. The uncorrelated part is subtracted. (b) Density-density correlations. Since the full
number statistics can be measured directly, no assumptions regarding particle hole symmetry
have to be used. (c) Spin-hole(excitation)-spin correlations. Measures the influence of a hole
on the d = 2 correlator. All correlation functions shown here can be easily extended to two
dimensions.
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Figure 5.9: Full potential of the quantum gas microscope- selection of relevant lattice sites
The average occupations and spins of each lattice site i per row can be used to filter the data.
Some measurements in 6 were filtered depending on the average filling (top,left). If the average
population was outside the filter the site was dismissed for the statistical analysis. In the same
way the particle number fluctuations (top, center) can be used to the filter the data. Reduced
fluctuations are a sign for insulating phases. Together with the average filling around one a
Mott-insulating phase within the system can be preselected. The second row illustrates for data
selection which assesses the local fidelity of the splitting process. If the average magnetization
mi (middle, left) is non-zero this is a sign for local defect of the lattice potential, like an interfer-
ence fringe which locally prohibits a symmetric double well for spin splitting. The imbalance
I (middle,center) focus on chains and captures global phases gradients and errors. The bottom
row shows exemplary read out of different correlators after filtering. Maps showing the occur-
rence of spin-hole(doublon)-spin events (left), the most prominent regions of nearest (center)
and next-nearest neighbor correlations.
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5.2.3 Influence of phase errors on spin splitting process
As already mentioned in 3.2.4, the induced tilt of a double well due to phase fluctuations needs
to be smaller than the state dependent tilt which we imprint with the magnetic field gradient.
If this is not the case an atom will be transferred to the wrong site, resulting in a wrong spin
detection. We benchmark the fidelity in section 5.2.5 with a single spin component sample. In
contrast to the lattice independent spatial energy offset due to the gradient, the energy offset due
to fluctuations of the relative phase depend on the depth of the lattice components. For a set
of lattice ramps (which actually correspond to the ones we finally used for our measurements
in [82], see figure 5.11) the evolution of the energy offsets was calculated for the cases of rms-
phase fluctuations of 50mrad and 200mrad 5.10. In addition the evolution of the inter- and intra
double well tunnel couplings are shown. The couplings between different double wells have to
be very small compared to any timescales of the ramp durations, to avoid mixing of different
physical lattice sites. The couplings in a double well itself has to be decreased slowly so that
the atom is given enough time to undergo a tunneling process. The transition probability can
be calculated from Landau-Zener theory, whereas the temporal evolution of the energy states
corresponding to the left and the right site has to be known. In the extreme case of suddenly
turning on the short lattice potential to a depth which does not allow for tunneling anymore, an
atom would just be projected with nearly equal probabilities to the left and the right site of a
double well. The lattices have to be ramped adiabatically, whereas the timescale is set by the
energy gap of the adiabatic crossing between the left and the right site. The evolution of the
tunneling parameters as well the energy offsets due to phase fluctuations, which set together
with the magnetic field offset the coupling between the left and the right site, were calculated
for a simple double well potential using mathematica.
The system can be handled as a two level problem, assuming the spin of the atom such that
the magnetic field lowered the energy of the right site. The evolution of the states as well as the
probability for an atom to end up on the right site (successful splitting) can be calculated. For
an adiabatic sweep the Landau-Zener formula [143] is used to obtain quantitative results. The
system is defined as follows: The left and the right site are effectively coupled with an Rabi
frequency
Ωeff =
√
t2short(t) +∆
2
tilt(t) , (5.2)
whereas the time-dependent tilt of the double well is assumed to be lowered by phase fluctu-
ations ∆tilt(t) = ∆B − ∆phase(t). Even if the directions of the tilts due to the magnetic field
and the phase fluctuations would agree with each other for one spin component, the situation
would be maximally bad for the second component. The adiabaticity criterion is fulfilled if
the coupling Ωeff is larger than the temporal change of the mixing angle, which describes the
contributions of the left and the right lattice site to the total wavefunction [144]:
Ωeff >>
∣∣∣∣ ddt
(
tan−1
(
∆tilt
tshort
))∣∣∣∣ . (5.3)
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Figure 5.10: Influence of phase fluctuations on the splitting process. a: Shown is the evolu-
tion of the tunneling energy within double wells (blue) for linear ramps of 10ms duration of the
short (0ER → 17ER) and long superlattice component (84ER → 10ER) along the y-direction.
Additionally the corresponding evolution of the tilt energy ∆phase is plotted for relative phase
errors of ϕrel = (25, 50, 200)mrad (grey,green,red). As a reference, the lattice independent spa-
tial energy offset of ∆B = (6.2 ± 0.6) kHz due to the magnetic field gradient, is illustrated in
light blue. b: Temporal evolution of combined tilts ∆tilt = ∆B −∆phase for the same errors of
the relative phase (same color coding). When hitting the resonance condition of equal coupling
and tilt (crossing points with the blue curve), the influence of the phase fluctuations are appar-
ent: In case of strong phase fluctuations (red) the resonance is passed very quick, even though
the residual coupling (blue) is weak. For small phase fluctuations instead, the change of the
tilt is very small and the corresponding coupling at is still very strong, resulting in an effective
transfer of the atom.
For the regions of the ramps where these condition is met, the Landau-Zener formula,
Pr ≈ 1− exp
(
−pi ω
2
eff
2∆˙tilt
)
(5.4)
gives the probability of a transfer to the right site. For the three values of the phase fluctuations
one gets therefore:
Pr(200 mrad) = 0.49 (5.5)
Pr( 50 mrad) = 0.91 (5.6)
Pr( 25 mrad) = 0.99 (5.7)
These number show already, what was expected from the qualitative picture. In the case of
200mrad the double wells are not tilted on average and the probability to end up on the left or
the right site is equal. Only if the energy scale due to phase fluctuations is much smaller than
the tilt due to field gradient, the probability increases towards one. Technically one should not
only consider phase fluctuations but also a mismatch of the lattice constants of the superlattice.
If they are not commensurable it leads to a phase gradient along the lattice potential. Typically
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our systems extend over ten one-dimensional tubes along the y-direction. Assuming a maximal
allowed phase gradient of ±25mrad between the central and the most outer chains to obtain
a successful splitting processes in the whole cloud, the parallelism of the lattice components
we sent into the objective has to be better than 0.03◦. Since this corresponds to an alignment
precision of about 10µm, we had to fine-align on a signal of the atoms to fix the mismatch of
the lattice constants (see section 5.2.5).
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5.2.4 Splitting sequence and assignment of a spin
In this section, the parameters of the splitting sequence we used in the measurements of chapter
6 is given. In these experiments we investigated decoupled Hubbard chains (figure 5.6 (b)). The
Figure 5.11: Timetable of the splitting process. 1© Once the atomic distribution is frozen
in the investigated lattice configuration (here one-dimensional tubes), 2© the interactions are
ramped to basically zero within 100ms, followed by turning on the magnetic field gradient of
60(2)G/cm in 20ms. 3© Atoms of different spins are split into different sites of local double
wells by ramping up the short scale component along the y-direction while ramping down the
long scale component in 10ms. 4© Afterwards the distribution is frozen by ramping the short
scale components along both directions to their maximum depth, before transferring them into
the Pinning lattice and imaging them as described in section 5.1.1.
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splitting sequence was initiated by freezing out the dynamics along the tubes with an abrupt
(1ms) increase of the lattice depths to [42, 84, 278] ER in the x- , y- and z- direction. Then we
ramped down the magnetic Feshbach field to 1G to enter the Zeeman regime, where both spin
components have equal and opposite magnetic moments. The field had to be finite to persist
the quantization axis, relative to which the spins are defined. We set the relative phase ϕrel of
the superlattice potential along the y-direction (compare to equation 3.2) to pi/2, ensuring the
symmetric double well configuration. The magnetic field gradient was first set to 60(5)G/cm.
The corresponding energy offset due to the Zeeman shift between the left and the right lattice
wells was ∆ELR = ±h×6.2(6) kHz for the spin up and down value respectively. Adiabatically
ramping up the short scale superlattice component with spacing al = asl/2 to Vl = 17ER
in 10ms while ramping down the long scale component to Vsl = 10ER resulted in the spin
splitting. Afterwards the short scale component along the y-direction was set to its maximum
value in 1ms to avoid any tunnel coupling while the magnetic field gradient was ramped back
to zero. The resulting sample was afterwards transferred to the Pinning lattice and imaged with
the quantum gas microscope as described in 5.1.1. The timetable of the involved channels is
presented in figure 5.11.
The resulting local distribution of atoms was reconstructed as described in section 5.1.1.
Given the local occupations, we still had to assign the split atoms to their original lattice sites.
This process also contains the knowledge, whether an atom was transferred to the left (spin
down) or the right (spin up) site of the double well. Since the obtained density distribution is
invariant under a 2pi phase shift of the short lattice (compare to 3.4), a direct assignment of
the spins is not possible. In addition, the absolute phase of the optical superlattice potential
was drifting, which excludes it determination by comparing to reference pictures of split single
component gases (see section 5.2.5). How we assigned the short component sites is shown
in figure 5.12. Since the wrong choice of the absolute phase leads to an enhanced number of
doubly occupied sites, we can rule out the wrong short scale site to double well assignment. The
fraction of doubly occupied sites in the system was measured, skipping the splitting process,
with the usual density resolving quantum gas microscope, giving full access to local and global
particle number statistics. Within one long measurement set the choice of the phase stayed
correct, since the absolute phase drift of the lattices was small, once the experimental system
was thermalized, as shown in figure 3.8.
5.2.5 Spin separation fidelity
The process of splitting the atoms in different sites of double wells needs to be benchmarked.
Besides a quantitative estimation of the transfer probability for a given phase stability 5.2.3,
which was measured optically, a separation fidelity was measured directly with the atoms. The
same type of measurement was also used to find the phase which ensure a symmetric double
well configuration. Optical measurements of the lattice potentials before the science cell were
used to calibrate the phase versus the voltage applied to the phase shifter. Since the relative
phase ϕrel of the superlattice is set by setting the absolute phase of the short lattice component,
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Figure 5.12: Outcome of two different absolute phases. The cases (a) and (b) just differ
in the absolute phase we picked for the evaluation. The black thick horizontal lines represent
where we determined the barrier between two chains. In (b) our choice lead to mixing up
short scale sites which in reality belonged to different double wells. Since the read out spin
only depends in which direction an atom got transferred to during the splitting process, this
would lead to wrong spins. Fortunately, picking the wrong phase also increases the number
of assigned doublons dramatically (for this particular picture from 1 to 7) and we can rule
out this configuration, since we know from measurements with the density resolved quantum
gas microscope how many doubly occupied sites on average we have to expect. The correct
configuration becomes unambiguous once we take a series of shots, which have to have the
same superlattice configuration as the lattices only fluctuates by a small fraction of a lattice
constant from shot to shot (compare to figure 3.8).
which drifts depending on how well the setup is thermalized, the symmetric point of the double
wells had to be adjusted on a regular basis. We used a single component spin polarized Fermi
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gas [79] to calibrate and finally benchmark the splitting process. The fermi gas was prepared
in the state |F = 1/2,mF = −1/2〉 (spin down) after the the usual evaporation process. Ramp-
ing the Feshbach field to 27.1G, the magnetic moment of only the |F = 1/2,mF = −1/2〉
state vanishes but the second spin state |F = 1/2,mF = +1/2〉 remains still high field seek-
ing (see figure 5.4). When lowering the transverse confinement by reducing the cross beam
power in presence of an additional magnetic field gradient of 20G/cm, this spin-up component
was selectively removed from the trap. The remaining spin down sample was transferred into
the optical lattice potential. We checked the efficiency of the spill-out process independently
via absorption imaging after a Stern-Gerlach separation process [145] and found no remaining
atoms in the state |F = 1/2,mF = +1/2〉. To determine the phase of the short scale lattice
which represents a symmetric double well configuration, we loaded this polarized sample in the
short (x)-long (y) lattice configuration. We performed the splitting process, as described, but
without any magnetic field gradient present. We repeat this experiment for different values of
the absolute phase of the short lattice along the y-direction. We read out the population imbal-
ance between the left (L) and the right (R) sites of the double wells after the splitting process.
The imbalance I is defined as
I =
nL − nR
nL + nR
, (5.8)
with the number of atoms on left (right) sites nL (nR). Since the magnetic field gradient is
zero, any tilt of a double well is directly linked to the relative phase phirel. For a tilt of zero
the population imbalance should also be zero, since the energies of the left and the right site
are the same, resulting in equal transfer probabilities to both sites. For strongly tilted double
wells the whole population should be completely shuffled to the respective sites with lower
energies. The red curve in figure 5.14 shows a typical dependence of the imbalance on the
phase ϕrel. Initially these curves were saturating at absolute imbalances smaller than one. One
reason for the offset were doubly occupied sites, which even for a spin polarized sample were
not completely suppressed. Doubly occupied sites will always end up on opposite sites of the
double well, when the energy level of the excited band of the long scale lattice crosses the
energy level of the short scale site with higher energy adiabatically during the ramping process.
Detected doublons are therefore removed from the statistics before calculating the imbalance. In
addition we looked into the spatial dependence of the measured imbalance (figure 5.13). Since
the quantum gas microscope provides us with single atom resolution we are in principle able to
determine the symmetric phase of every single double well. As the potential landscape is not
completely free of interference fringes, which change the local relative phase quiet dramatically,
we could use this method to exclude certain sites from the measurement results by this method.
Since the differences in the local imbalance signals reflects phase gradients along the cloud, we
used the signal to fix the ratio of the lattice constants as good as possible to two. The projection
angle in equation 3.1 has a horizontal and a vertical component, which we were both able to
control with a motor driven mirror mount. As indicated in figure 5.13, we used the fluorescence
images in the style of a quadrant photodiode. To align the vertical (horizontal) component of
the angle, we zeroed the difference in the vertical (horizontal) imbalances I1+2 − I3+4 → 0
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Figure 5.13: Phase gradient due to non-perfect commensurate superlattice components
In this single shot realization of a band insulator loaded to one-dimensional Hubbard chains
(the different chains are indicated by the red, thin, dashed line) after splitting into short scale
sites along the vertical direction. Obviously the, the atoms in the lower regions 3 and 4 were
transferred to the lower short scale site, whereas the more and more atoms got transferred to
short site above, the further up the Hubbard chain was (regions 1 and 2). We used the imbalances
in the regions 1 to 4 to fix the ratio of the lattice constants as perfect as possible to two. In this
realization the local imbalances were deviating a lot (I1+2 = 1/50 and I3+4 = 35/39
).
(I1+4 − I2+3 → 0). The influence of the magnetic field gradient was tested afterwards. If the
phase was adjusted to the symmetric point without the gradient, turning it on should result in all
atoms transferred to the lower sites of the double wells. The imbalance in this case is a measure
of the separation fidelity. To quantify the fidelity we fitted the curves with a error function:
I(ϕrel) = A · erf
((
x− ϕrel,pi/2
)
/σ
)
(5.9)
with the free fit parameters amplitude A, which should be close to one, the phase ϕrel,pi/2
giving the symmetric point of the double wells and the width σ, which is a measure of the
maximum distraction of the phase one can allow for, to still realize a successful splitting process.
The difference of the symmetric points with and without the magnetic field gradient display the
energy offset the atoms experience due to their magnetic moments. The fidelity is given by the
difference of the evaluated the error-functions for the symmetric phase ϕrel,pi/2 in the case of an
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Figure 5.14: Measured imbalance for different relative phases ϕrel The figure shows the
imbalance in the local double wells for the central region of the cloud versus the superlattice
phase ϕrel which sets the symmetry of the double wells. For this measurement a spin polarized
sample was used. The red data was taken without, the blue data with the magnetic gradient
field of 60(5)G/cm, and the solid lines are error function fits to the data. The splitting was
done at the symmetric point (ϕrel = pi/2) of the superlattice potential, where the gradient-free
measurement showed zero imbalance (gray line). Taking into account our detection fidelity of
95%, the splitting fidelity of 98% is estimated from the value of the imbalance in presence of
the magnetic field gradient at ϕrel = pi/2.
absent field gradient. We got this phase from the fit results of the case for zero field gradient
(red curve). If we take into account the finite tunneling rates during the imaging process with
the quantum gas microscope of 5%, which can reshuffle population from the left to the right
double well sites and vice versa, we state the splitting fidelity to 98%. During the writing of
this thesis the magnetic field gradient was raised to 75G/cm which increases the robustness of
the splitting process against phase fluctuations even more.
Chapter 6
Spin and charge resolved microscopy of
fermionic Hubbard chains
To prove the power of our spin and density resolving quantum gas microscope we investigated
one-dimensional Hubbard chains, which we prepared as described in chapter 4.1.3. Since the
Hubbard Hamiltonian theoretically accessible in one dimension, we could benchmark our re-
sults to theoretical predictions which the group of Prof. Pollet obtained for our systems via
Quantum-Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations 7. We read out the occupation and the spin of ev-
ery lattice site and observed antiferromagnetic correlations, reaching up to a distance of three
lattice sites. We investigated the behavior of spin correlations depending on the interparticle
interactions U , the filling of the system as well as the entropy, which we extracted by compar-
ing the experimental realized correlations to the QMC results. The comparison of the behavior
of the density and the spin sector for different entropies and interactions shows the feasibility
of our setup as a thermometric tool. Besides the interactions which were tuned via the Fesh-
bach resonance, other experimental parameters as the occupation varied spatially within a single
realization of the system. By applying filters bases on these experimentally obtained local pa-
rameters as the average filling of a lattice site, we were able to select the lowest entropy regions
of the trap, which showed antiferromagnetic correlations up to three sites. Finally an evaluation
of nearest and next-nearest neighbor correlations depending on the filling, which shows first
hints to the influence of density excitations on antiferromagnetic correlations.
6.1 Accessed parameter regime and selection of one-dimensional
tubes
The experimentally accessed parameter range is listed in table 6.1. The total number of atoms
(see figure 6.1) varied slightly between 〈N〉 = 51 and 〈N = 62〉 for different values of the
probed interaction U. For each interaction parameter at least 250 data points were taken. Global
atom number fluctuations were in all cases smaller than shot-noise
√
N (grey shaded area).
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Magnetic Scattering On-site inter-
field (G) length (aB) action U/h (Hz) U/t Jex (Hz)
529 8 19 0.1 3200
573 200 463 3.7 134
586 272 630 5.1 99
598 353 820 6.6 76
611 445 1034 8.4 60
624 550 1279 10.3 49
637 671 1560 12.6 40
649 810 1883 15.2 33
657 904 2101 17.0 30
Table 6.1: Experimental regime for all measurements regarding one-dimensional Hubbard
chains The final hopping strength along the tubes was fixed to tx = h x 125(9)Hz.
This is linked to the nature of fermions and our evaporation scheme using the magnetic field
gradient, which deeply cuts into the Fermi sea.
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Figure 6.1: Total number of atoms and their fluctuations The average number of atoms was
calculated by counting the number of detected atoms in every shot and averaging them over all
realizations. For every value of the interaction at least 250 samples were realized. For U/t= 10
we took a high statistical sample of 1200 shots.
The typical one-dimensional tube in the center of the two-dimensional system contained
about n1d,c = 9 ± 1 atom. On average a two-dimensional realization provided eight one-
dimensional chains of slightly different length due to the trapping potential. For all measure-
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ments the hopping along the tubes (x) was ramped to the same final value of Vx = 11Er,
corresponding to tx = h x 125(9)Hz. The interaction parameter was varied, the largest probed
scattering length was as = 904(6)aB. Since the lattice constant is still large compared to this
scattering length (as/al = 0.04), multi band effects which would lead to corrections of the
Hubbard model can be neglected [137]. To every site of every realization we assigned an occu-
pation and spin. Using both quantities, we were able to construct ni,σ. Using this information
we could calculate local particle number fluctuations, which we used to apply different filters
to our data in the fashion of 5.9. To use only the lines with a certain filling (corresponding to
the central region of the trap were the entropies are expected to be the lowest), we only took
into account which showed an average filling in a certain range 6.2 (A). Secondly lattice sites
which showed errors in the splitting process due to local imperfections of the used superlattice
potential as interference fringes, were removed 6.2 (B).
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Figure 6.2: Post selection of spin correlation data (A) The region of interest is defined depen-
dent on the average local density. In the shown case the filter selected only sites with densities
in the range 〈nˆi〉 ∈ [0.9, 1.1]. All other sites (marked with an ’x’), were not considered for the
statistical analysis. (B) On the selected subset of lattice sites, eventual errors of the splitting
process were taken into the account. If the mean spin imbalance of a site i, normalized to the
RMS mean, strongly deviates from zero, this is a strong sign for local splitting errors. These
sites were also dismissed from the statistical analysis. (C) and (D) show the correlation maps
of the nearest and next-nearest neighbor correlations, respectively. The average values of the
correlations itself can also be used to filter the data.
We have extracted the following quantities out of the reconstructed lattice occupations ni,σ:
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• Local number fluctuations: with nˆi = nˆi,↓ + nˆi,↑ the fluctuations are given by
δn2 = var (〈nˆi〉) /〈nˆi〉 (6.1)
. The brackets 〈.〉 denote the averaging all involved samples after the filtering.
• Spin-Spin correlations: The spin operator Sˆzi on a site i is defined by the local occupation
imbalance Sˆzi = (nˆi,↑ − nˆi,↓)/2. Two point spin-spin correlation functions for different
distances d were built like:
C(d) = 4(〈Sˆzi Sˆzi+d〉 − 〈Sˆzi 〉〈Sˆzi+d〉) (6.2)
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6.2 Antiferromagnetic correlations in Hubbard chains
6.2.1 Charge sector
First, the charge sector was investigated. We expected the system to be for very small interac-
tions in the metallic phase and undergo an transition to the Mott insulating state for interactions
being larger than the bandwidth of the system. There are two observables which have been used
to characterize the transition to a Mott insulator. A metallic state should remain compressible,
whereas for strong interactions the system can not be compressed unless increasing the confine-
ment until the underlying trapping potential overcomes the Mott gap set by the interactions and
atoms could tunnel to the center of the trap to form doublons [54]. Microscopically, the number
of doublon excitations should be strongly strongly suppressed [55]. Given the possibility of
local access, we were able to measure directly the effect of strong correlations on the particle
number statistics [78, 146, 147]. For a metallic state, the occupation of a single site follows a
binomial distribution. The local occupation should scale like [78]:
δn2 = 1− 〈nˆ〉/2 (6.3)
However, when increasing U, not only fermions in the same spin state (Pauli’s principle) are
not allowed to populate the same lattice site, but the repulsive interactions between the two
components reduces fluctuations even more. In the extreme case of infinite interactions δn2
scales as:
δn2 = 1− 〈nˆ〉 for 〈nˆ〉 ≤ 1 (6.4)
δn2 = 3− 〈nˆ〉 − 2/〈nˆ〉 for 〈nˆ〉 > 1 (6.5)
The measured fraction of doublons and holes, as well as the local particle number fluctu-
ations are shown in figure 6.3. The presented data was filtered on the average density. The
so called loose filter (blue data points) only takes into account sites with average occupa-
tions between 〈nˆi〉 ∈ [0.7, 1.3]. Tight filtered data even constrained the average local occu-
pations to 〈nˆi〉 ∈ [0.9, 1.1]. For the case of nearly vanishing interactions the average den-
sity was 〈nˆ〉 = 1.07, which would lead to an expected value of local number fluctuations of
δn2U=0 = 0.495. We measured δn
2
0.1,loose = 0.48(2), which reproduced the theoretical expecta-
tion for an ideal fermi gas pretty well. For the highest interaction of U/t= 16.8 one can estimate
the expected fluctuations by averaging equations 6.5 weighted with the distribution of average
occupation. For the tightly filtered case one would expect local fluctuations of δn2U=∞ = 0.04,
which is clearly smaller than the experimentally measured value of δn2U=16.8,tight = 0.096(5).
In addition the total fraction of doublons and holes are different. For most interactions the
number of holes was larger than the number of doublons, whereas excitations should obey a
particle hole symmetry. One possible explanation can be the asymmetry of tunneling and loss
rates during the imaging process. We measured tunneling rates of 0.02 s−1 and loss rates of
0.038 s−1, which would enhance the number of detected holes and reduce the number of de-
tected doublons compared to the balanced case. The process of tunneling would also explain
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Figure 6.3: Evolution of the density degree of freedom for different interactions U The frac-
tion of holes (circles) and doublons (diamonds) initially drops when increasing the interactions
Ubut finally saturate. Blue (red) data points belong to the loose (tight) filter on the average
occupation. Not surprisingly, the fraction of excitations is always smaller for the tighter filtered
data, which chooses a closer region around average density of 1. Inlet Local number fluctua-
tions are already suppressed at small interactions, due to effects of Pauli blocking in the metallic
regime. When increasing the influence of the interactions onto the system, density excitations
become more unlikely and finally saturate in the tight (loose) filtered case at δn2 ≈ 0.1 (0.2).
the overall discrepancy to the QMC results (see figure 2.5), which predicted a generally lower
level of doublon excitations. The qualitative behavior of strongly reduced particle excitations
when the interaction overcomes the bandwidth of the system was recovered. A more detailed
view on the view on charge excitations is given in chapter 6.2.3, where the interplay of spin and
charge are discussed.
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6.2.2 Spin sector
In the one-dimensional Hubbard model charge and spin excitations to be separated. Measur-
ing spin spin correlations was of great importance for two reasons. So far, only short range
antiferromagnetic correlations were experimentally probed with ultracold fermions in optical
lattices [56, 57]. Secondly, as theory and also our measurements point out, the charge sector
freezes for temperatures which are only a fraction of the Mott gap. This has the consequence
that a further decreased temperature only shows up very weakly in the number fluctuations.
Instead, the entropy the system looses when reducing the temperature even further, was stored
in the spin sector. When reaching the entropy (temperature) regime below s∗ ∼ 1 (T ∼ Jex)
already nearest-neighbor correlations increase rapidly. Measuring the correlators is therefore a
perfect tool to probe the relative temperature of the system. Together with perfect knowledge
of the trapping potential, even an exact quantitative thermometry of the trapped sample is pos-
sible. Since good theoretical predictions in one dimension can be delivered, also a quantitative
thermometry of our samples were possible. This opens the possibility to exploit novel cooling
techniques and optimize evaporation and lattice ramp performances with higher precision.
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Figure 6.4: Influence of interactions on spin correlations Spin correlations C(d) at different
distances d versus interaction strength U/t. Starting from zero at vanishing interactions the
finite range spin correlations develop and saturate for interaction strengths U/t > 8. Circled
data points represent the nearest neighbor (NN) correlations (d = 1), quadratic- the next-nearest
neighbor (NNN, d = 2) and diamond-shaped the next-next nearest neighbor (NNNN, d =
3) correlations. The connecting lines are shown as a guide to the eye. The gray line with
surrounding lighter shading around zero represents vertical nearest neighbor correlations and
its uncertainty (NNy = 0.0009± 0.0030).
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First, we investigated the influence of interactions on the spin sector. The dependence of the
correlations on the interactions is expected to differ for isothermal and isentropic state prepara-
tion. In the former case, a maximum of the correlations is expected at intermediate interactions
U/t(as shown in the phase diagram 2.1), where part of the entropy is carried by charge modes
[122]. In the latter case spin correlations saturate towards strong interactions, where the ener-
getic gap between spin and charge modes is large. In figure 6.4 the measured influence of the
interaction parameter on the one-dimensional correlation functions up to the next-next-nearest
neighbor (NNNN) correlator, is shown. The shown data was post-selected with the loose filter
(〈nˆi〉 ∈ [0.7, 1.3]). The zero line of correlations was set by measuring correlations along the
vertical (y-) direction. Since the one-dimensional systems were decoupled in the first step be-
fore slowly ramping up the lattice potential along the tubes, no correlations along the vertical
direction should exist. We evaluated the vertical correlations as NNy = 0.0009 ± 0.0030 and
present them grey shaded in the plot. Nearest neighbor (NN) correlations increase with inter-
actions up to U/t = 8 and saturate for larger values within the errorbars. NNN correlations
start to show up for interactions around U/t = 8 and further increase before they seem also
to saturate for the largest interactions, the same as for correlations extending over three sites
(NNNN). The measured behavior indicates towards adiabatic evolution during the lattice ramp
up. To investigate this in more detail, we compared these results to QMC predictions in a ho-
mogeneous system at half-filling. Homogeneity can be assumed, since correlations were only
Figure 6.5: Comparison to QMC predictionsThe shaded areas indicate the QMC predictions
in a homogeneous system at half-filling for an entropy per particle between s∗ = 0.60 (lower
bound) and 0.65 (upper bound); the solid line is the prediction for C(1) at s∗ = ln(2). Dotted
lines are isothermals for C(1) at the indicated temperatures. For large U/t, we observed adia-
batic cooling, whereas both temperature and entropy decrease in the analyzed spatial region at
intermediate U/t. Comparison of the data to the predictions is given in the main text.
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measured up to distances of three lattice sites. The QMC predictions together with the data
from 6.4 are shown in figure 6.5. Dashed lines indicate an isothermal evolution for different
temperatures in the range of T/tx ∈ [0.3, 1.0] kB whereas the tunneling was fixed to the value
used for all measurement tx = h x 125Hz. One can clearly observe that the system does not
develop along these isothermal lines since the temperatures of the samples is about 0.6txkB at
small interactions and decreases down to 0.3txkB for the highest probed interactions U/t= 18.
When comparing the data points with an isentropic evolution (shaded areas in figure 6.5) the
measured correlations match the predictions for an entropy range of s∗ = 0.60 to s∗ = 0.65 for
interactions (U/t > 8) quiet well. For these entropies the correlations show only a very weakly
pronounced maximum at intermediate interactions (U/t ≈ 4) and saturate towards high inter-
actions. In strong contrast to this behavior, nearest neighbor correlations decay monotone when
increasing the interaction for an entropy of s∗ = ln(2). At intermediate interactions, U/t ≈ 6,
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Figure 6.6: Correlations versus distance Measured spin correlations at U/t = 12.6 for the
loosely (blue circles) and more tightly filtered data (red diamonds). The staggered behavior
directly visualizes the antiferromagnetic nature of the correlations C(d). Correlations up to
three sites are statistically significant. The vertical correlations (gray line) vanish within their
1 SEM uncertainty (light gray shading). The red and blue lines connecting filled symbols are
QMC results for a homogeneous system at half-filling corresponding to entropies per particle
of s∗ = 0.51(5) and s∗ = 0.61(1), respectively. (Inlet) Decay of the staggered spin correlator
Cs(d) = (–1)
dC(d) in a logarithmic plot together with an exponential fit Cs(d) ∝ exp(−d/ζ),
revealing decay lengths of ζ = 0.69(6) sites and ζ = 1.3(4) sites for the two data sets. For low
entropies, an exponential decay is expected to be strictly valid only at large distances. However,
within the statistical uncertainty of the experimental data, the fit captures the observed behavior.
All error bars represent 1 SEM.
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we observed reduced spin correlations compared to the isentropic prediction at half filling. We
attribute this to a changing entropy distribution in the trap [148]. This assumption is supported
by a dropping number of detected excitations at the same interactions. For strong interactions
of U/t = 12.6 we took a high statistical sample with 2000 realizations. This allows to filter
the data again more tightly 〈nˆi〉 ∈ [0.9, 1.1] while keeping enough data points. For these two
cases the measured correlations are plotted versus the distance d between lattice sites (see fig-
ure 6.6). This way of presenting the correlations visualizes the expected staggered spin order
of an antiferromagnet. The lines in between the data points are again QMC predictions for half
filling at entropies of s∗ = 0.51(5) (red line) and s∗ = 0.61(1) (blue line). For distances up
to three lattice sites correlations are significantly distant from the zero-line, which again was
set by transverse correlations and their uncertainty (grey line). Besides the NNNN correlator
in the case of the tight filtered data fit the QMC predictions quite well. Since the magnitude
of the measured correlator is even larger than the prediction, we can safely state down that the
entropy of s∗ = 0.51(5) is a upper bound. The correlations of C(1) = −0.34(9) we obtained
in the tightly filtered tubes correspond to 58% of the zero temperature expectation in the limit
of the Heisenberg model [119, 120]. For low entropies, an exponential decay of the magni-
tude of correlations Cs(d) ∝ exp(−d/ζ) is expected to be strictly valid only at large distances.
However, when plotting the logarithm of the demodulated correlations Cs(d) = (−1)dC(d)
versus the distance, a linear fit captures the behavior quite well within the errorbars, as shown
in the inlet. The extracted correlation lengths are ζs=0.51 = 1.3(4) and ζs=0.61 = 0.69(6) sites
respectively. We can also use these entropies to translate them to other energy scales in the sys-
tem. If one assumes a uniform system at half filling the entropy of s = 0.51(5)kB corresponds
to a temperature of kBT/tx = 0.22(4). For the given interaction the superexchange coupling
is Jex,U=12.6t ≈ 0.32. This means the temperature in these one-dimensional tubes was as low
as two thirds of the exchange. In absolute numbers the temperature is nearly as low as one
nano-Kelvin T = 1.32(5) nK. To stress the possibility of using the measured correlations as
a thermometric tool even more QMC results of the NN and NNN correlator for different en-
tropies and a fixed interaction value of U/t = 10 is compared to the measured correlations at
U/t = 10.3. As shown in figure 6.7 read out of the correlations is perfectly tailored to optimize
cooling of the systems for entropies below s∗ = 1kB [101, 149].
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Figure 6.7: Using correlations as a thermometric tool Combining the measured nearest neigh-
bor C(1) and next nearest neighbor correlator C(2) can be used as a thermometric tool. The data
points (red) for U/t= 10.3 fit well to QMC predictions for U/t=10 (black line, with grey shad-
ing presenting the error of the prediction) for an uniform one-dimensional system at different
entropies per particle within the errorbars (1 SEM).
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6.2.3 Interplay of spin and charge
All presented data in this chapter so far, have been filtered on their average density. All ex-
perimental results regarding spin correlations were compared to half filled systems. To obtain
more insight into the behavior of the spin correlations when adding excitations to the system,
we make use of our full microscopic characterization of the system. As described in the theory
chapter, we expect for one-dimensional systems, charge and spin excitations to propagate inde-
pendent, based on spin-charge separation [88]. To study the antiferromagnetic spin correlations
away from half filling, we show the nearest neighbor correlator C(1) per pair of sites versus
their mean density in figure 6.8. This data combines different datasets taken at U/t = 10.3 and
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Figure 6.8: Nearest neighbor correlations for different average filling We show the nearest-
neighbor spin correlations C(1) for different densities corresponding to different positions in the
trap. The data combine several measurements at an interaction strength of U/t = 10.3, also in-
cluding higher-temperature data. Every data point corresponds to two neighboring sites, where
between 30 and 2000 samples contribute. The red solid curves indicates the mean correlation
at the given density. The red dashed lines illustrate the mean plus/minus the standard deviation.
The strength of spin correlations C(1) peaks just below densities of one (〈nˆ〉 = 0.96) is consis-
tent with the half-filling regime taking the detection efficiency of ∼ 95% into account. Inside
the grey shaded (〈nˆi〉 = 1± 0.1) one observes strong vertical scattering of the nearest neighbor
correlations. We expect this to be linked to the large spread of density fluctuations hidden in the
same average filling. Errorbars are omitted for reasons of clarity of the presentation.
also contains measurements at different temperatures, obtained by holding the cloud for up to
2.5 s in the vertical lattice plane before transferring them into the one-dimensional lattice tubes.
We observe a clear dependence of the spin correlator on the local density, with strongest correla-
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Figure 6.9: Particle number fluctuations versus correlations For average fillings of 〈nˆi〉 =
1± 0.1 and interactions of U/t=10.3 we analyzed the dependence of number fluctuations on the
nearest neighbor correlations. Again, QMC results were used to convert NN correlation into
entropies (red, vertical dashed lines). At the onset of nearest neighbor correlations also number
fluctuations decrease, whereas decreasing the entropy below ln(2) does not show up strongly in
reduced particle number fluctuations anymore. The charge sector is frozen, entropy is carried
by spin excitation modes.
tions close to an average filling of 1. On average the highest correlations were found at densities
of 〈nˆ〉 = 0.96. When taking the finite detection efficiency (tunneling and losses) into account
this agrees quiet well with the regime of half filling. The spread of the correlations increases
and is the highest for nearly half filling. We assign this large vertical spread to different density
fluctuations, which represent different entropy regimes. To investigate this in more detail, we
selected the area of densities 〈nˆi〉 = 1± 0.1 and probe the effect of number fluctuations on the
correlations, shown in figure 6.9. The large spread of NN correlations in the investigated area
can only partly be explained via different number fluctuations. Whereas at the onset of antifer-
romagnetic correlations 0 > C(1) > −0.15 the number fluctuations strongly decrease, further
increased spin correlations seem not be linked to number fluctuations anymore. The charge sec-
tor is frozen. We used the obtained correlations to extract entropies from QMC predictions at
half filling, indicated with red dashed vertical lines. Lowering the entropy shows no effect on the
particle number fluctuations below s∗ ≈ 0.6. When the system is further cooled, the extracted
entropy was stored in excitations of the spin sector. As pointed out in the theory section in one-
dimensional systems spin and density excitations are expected to propagate independently. In
figure 6.8 the effect of doping the system weakens the nearest neighbor correlations. This is not
surprising, since a hole excitation next to an atom contributes zero to the nearest neighbor corre-
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Figure 6.10: Normalized spin correlations When normalizing the correlations to the average
density of the realization (grey data points) also very strong NN correlation events at very small
average densities occur. Quantitatively the standard deviation of the normalized correlations
(red shaded) is always larger compared to the case of normalizing to 〈nˆ〉 = 1 (blue shaded).
lator. When we normalize the nearest-neighbor correlations to the probability of finding a hole
(inverse average density) (figure 6.10). Obviously the normalization brings up events of large
NN correlations even for very small densities. This might be already an indication that there are
low entropy samples carrying density excitations which only split the antiferromagnetic chains
into antiferromagnetic domain walls. When analyzing the next-nearest neighbor correlations
versus the average filling, this indication can be supported (figure 6.11). The correlations peak
again at nearly the same average density as the nearest neighbor correlators. More interesting
seems the area of average fillings of 0.3 < 〈nˆi〉 < 0.7. A large amount of realizations show
negative NNN correlations, which corresponds to the case of opposite spins with one lattice site
in between. If there is a hole located in between the two atoms, this would support the expected
behavior of a hole in one dimension. The hole moves freely and cuts the spin chain remains
antiferromagnetically ordered on the subset of singly occupied sites.
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Figure 6.11: NNN correlations at different fillings The correlations (blue datapoints) peak
again at nearly the same average density as the nearest neighbor correlators (figure 6.10), as
indicated by the running average (black line). However, for average fillings of 0.3 < 〈nˆi〉 < 0.7
a remarkable amount of datapoints indicate negative NNN-correlations. This might indicate
configurations where an excitation just breaks the antiferromagnetic order into domain walls,
whereas inside themselves the spin-order remains.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and outlook
In the framework of this thesis a spin and density resolving quantum gas microscope for fermionic
lithium atoms was realized. We realized a spin resolution by spatially separating opposite spin
states before fluorescence imaging with a fidelity of 98%. Our technique enabled us to investi-
gate the full density and spin statistics of a strongly correlated many body systems with tunable
interactions.Low entropy samples of 6Li were trapped in optical superlattice potentials, mim-
icking strongly correlated one-dimensional Hubbard systems. We experimentally observed an-
tiferromagnetic correlations in Hubbard chains extending up to three lattice sites. By comparing
the obtained results to QMC predictions, we could state the lowest entropies to s = 0.51(4) kB.
Qualitatively it could be revealed that density and spin excitations in one-dimensional systems
are independent. To make a quantitative statement about the interplay of spin and charge degrees
of freedom larger sets of data and different experimental situations need to be probed. The use
of spin correlations as a relative ’spin thermometer’ opens the route to benchmark novel cooling
techniques, which are required to investigate the entropy regime being under debate to support
d-wave superconductivity [93, 101].
Technical developments
Technically, the experimental setup was further improved compared to the status presented in
[83]. In detail, the production of two-dimensional Fermi gases was simplified by direct loading
of a single plane of the vertical lattice, getting rid of the process of radio-frequency slicing
in a magnetic field gradient. Furthermore, the resolution of the high-resolution imaging was
improved, leading to a smaller size of the accumulated point-spread function. This allowed
to shorten the imaging durations to 600ms, which reduces the small, but finite, amount of
tunneling processes and losses during the fluorescence imaging. In addition, fluctuations of the
relative superlattice phase were improved from ϕrel ≈ 300mrad down to ϕrel ≈ 30mrad, by
shielding the setup as much as possible from all sources of airflow and ambient noise. This
allowed for a fidelity of the spin-splitting process of 98% and opened the route towards the
deterministic preparation of spin-singlets in a dimerized lattice potential [150].
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Current developments
During the writing of this thesis one dimensional systems were taken and two dimensional
samples were experimentally investigated. All current approaches in our experimental setup
investigate the origin of quantum magnetism. Our highly flexible setup, including superlattices
along all directions of space, enables us to enter this strongly correlated regime in more than
one dimension, but still persisting the possibility to use the presented spin-resolution technique.
• One approach used lattice configurations which allowed for two dimensional spin corre-
lations. These spin-spin correlations have been experimentally already shown in [138]
for NN and [142] for longer ranged correlations up to three lattice sites. We could show
correlations which reached up to two lattice sites, mainly limited by a non-perfect lattice
potential, where strong local defects shape the filling, which induce regions of high en-
tropy in region of interest. Flattening the lattice potentials by improving the lattice beam
quality or actively correcting for defects by using a digital mirror device [65].
• Therefore current approaches focused on one-dimensional systems. The link of dimer-
ized singlets, so called valence bonds, to longer-ranged antiferromagnets, as pointed out
by Affleck et. al [151] is of central interest in quantum magnetism. The dimerized config-
uration is produced by initially loading a low entropy double band insulating state into the
large-scale large-scale configuration of our optical superlattice, only allowing for tunnel-
ing along the x-direction. After turning on repulsive interactions, the doublons were adia-
batically split into two short-scale lattice sites in the fashion of our spin-splitting process
5.11, but with absent magnetic field. This process leads to decoupled one-dimensional
valence bonds with high probability of half filling per spin component. It was found,
that a sufficient slow connection of these dimers could reveal NN correlations to a high
degree and even NNN correlations were build. This approach is also highly connected to
a more detailed study of the interplay between spin and charge, which was qualitatively
mentioned in this thesis. The stability of the machine was even further improved which
allowed to take huge statistical datasets. These are required, since in our samples hole
excitations within the regions of lowest entropy are very rare. My colleagues could ob-
serve that the probability to find opposite spins on two lattice sites which are separated
by an empty site is enhanced, as it would be expected in one-dimensional systems due to
spin-charge separation.
Future developments and experiments
Technically, a few weak points of the experimental setup are still present. Even though the depth
of the Pinning lattices is immense, losses and tunneling events during the imaging sequence
remain finite. This is mainly limited by a spatially non-stable Pinning lattice potential, caused
by pointing-instabilities of the fiber-amplifier. Their replacement with more stable lasers as
well as an improved optical setup, handling the peculiarities of high-power laser setups, will
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solve this issue. Another remaining challenge is the production of lattice potentials which are
free of defects. The lower the entropies of the investigated samples are, the more important this
issue gets. It will be of central interest to improve the lattice potentials themselves and have
the possibility to correct for smallest imperfections with a Digital Mirror Device (DMD). The
latter will also provide the possibility to address a single site or an arbitrary pattern of the lattice
potential. This has been realized already in bosonic quantum gas microscopes and triggered a
tremendous amount of experimental results [67, 152, 153]. One possible experimental scheme
could directly unfold the nature of spin and charge separation in one dimension and show the
expected change when allowing for two dimensional couplings. Such an experiment would
probe the dynamics of two holes, each produced in another one-dimensional chain and observe
their dynamics when allowing for coupling of the two one-dimensional chains [88].
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Appendix- QMC simulations
To understand the basic method and give the precise parameter range of the QMC simulations,
the subsection from the supplementary information of our publication [82] will be given in the
following section. The numerics were done and kindly provided by Lode Pollet and Jacopo
Nespolo. The numerical results of the QMC simulations build on the mapping between the
one-dimensional fermionic Hubbard model and a system of two hard-core bosonic species with
on-site interspecies interactions [154]. Path integral Monte Carlo simulations with worm-type
updates [155], here employed in the implementation of reference [156], have a linear scaling in
the system volume when simulating the resulting bosonic model. The method overcomes criti-
cal slowing down for systems near a phase transition, and also allows to treat the trap efficiently.
The charge Cc (atomic density) and spin density wave Cs are both diagonal observables with
respect to the Fock basis {|..., nj, ...〉} used in the algorithm, and can readily be computed as
Cc(s) (i, j) =
1
4
〈(ni↑ ± ni↓) (nj↑ ± nj↓)〉
Here, the arrows distinguish between the two species of hard-core bosons, the upper (lower)
sign refers to the charge c (spin s) density wave, and i and j are site indices. All the homoge-
neous simulations were carried out in the grand-canonical ensemble on chains of size L = 20,
which was checked to be already large enough to rule out finite size corrections for the (lo-
cal) quantities and the parameters regimes we are interested in. In the experiment, the atom
number as well as the total magnetization in each tube fluctuates from shot to shot justifying
the use of the grand-canonical approach. Note that in the canonical ensemble some quantities,
for example, the nearest-neighbor spin-spin correlator, show very strong finite size effects at
half filling and large values of U/t. For the system sizes and temperatures of interest here, the
values can differ up to 50% from the grand-canonical values, the latter being much closer to the
thermodynamic limit. The computation of the entropy per particle s = S/NkB is usually more
cumbersome in Monte Carlo simulations. At infinite temperature it is s(β = 0) = 2ln(2), while
at zero temperature s(β = ∞) = 0. All energies are measured in units of the hopping t and
the inverse temperature β = 1/kBT . For intermediate temperatures, the entropy is obtained by
numerical integration of the thermodynamic relation
S (β) = S (βref) +
∫ β
βref
β′
dE
dβ′
dβ′
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where βref is a reference inverse temperature for which s (βref) is known. The total energy E (β)
is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations and interpolated using a cubic spline, which
reduces the error. The standard choice was βref = 0, but we crosschecked the results by using
high temperature series expansion methods [157] for β < 0.1 and by repeating the integration
procedure starting from βref =∞, ,finding very good agreement between the different methods.
The error on s is dominated by the uncertainty on E (β), and was quantified by bootstrapping
the Monte Carlo energy samples and the integration procedure. Simulations of the trapped
system were carried out with a harmonic confining potential V (r) = vr2 coupled to the particle
density, effectively modifying the local effective chemical potential,  (r) = µ− V (r). We set
the trap so that V = 0 at the central site of each chain and kept the trapping amplitude fixed to
v = 0.05. The total entropy was computed in the same way as described for the homogeneous
case but with βref = 0.01. This temperature is still sufficiently high that the use of the high
temperature series in combination with the local density approximation remains justified to
obtain the reference entropy. Similarly to the experimental conditions, the measurements of
local observables were restricted to the sites at the bottom of the trap (sites i = −5, ..., s5 with
respect to the center of the trap), where we verified that the average filling is close to one for
large U/t. Furthermore, we adjusted the chemical potential for each interaction strength U/t
to keep the total number of particles in the trap approximately constant (N ≈ 22 for β > 2
corresponding to st < 0.9).This results in the central region of the trap being slightly doped
towards higher densities for low U/t.
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